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ABSTRACT 

The objective of imaging spectrometry is to collect three-dimensional data about 

object space. Two of the three dimensions are spatial. The third dimension is spectral. 

Current techniques rely on some form of scanning, causing instruments to include moving 

components and/or to be capable of imaging only static or slowly changing scenes. 

However, an interpretation of the whole problem in terms of computed tomography 

leads to a system design which can fulfill the objective of imaging spectrometry without 

scanning and associated disadvantages. In other words, the imaging spectrometer assumes 

the frame-rate and integration-time properties of its image detecting element, typically some 

form of a focal plane array. The raw data collected by such an instrument must be 

processed to yield temporally coincident spectral images of the scene. The computed 

tomography imaging spectrometer is therefore an example of indirect imaging. 

The three-dimensional frequency-space viewpoint and the associated central slice 

theorem form the theoretical basis for an understanding of this technique and its limitations. 

As described here, computed tomography imaging spectrometry belongs to the class of 

limited-view-angle problems. The effects of missing data can be counteracted through 

reconstruction constraints. 

A set of three custom programs working in conjunction with a lens-design program 

were developed to verify the technique in simulation. The programs form a set of tools for 

analysis of isolated effects (such as dispersion, aberrations, noise, etc.) in the system and 

the evaluation of next generation designs. 

The spectrometer is treated as a discrete-to-discrete mapping and described 

accordingly by the imaging equation g = Hf + n. The M x 1 vector g represents the data 

collected by the spectrometer, where M is the number of detector elements. The purpose of 

the instrument and the subsequent processing is the acquisition of the object cube f. In the 

discrete-to-discrete model, f is approximated as a vector of N independent elements. The 

vector n represents measurement-corrupting noise. The Mx N matrix H embodies the 

imaging properties of the instrument. 

We have developed and implemented an experimental method of characterizing H. 

Such an approach yields a description of the imaging spectrometer which is more accurate 

than techniques that model the instrument and compute H. 

Inversion of the imaging equation to find an estimate of f has been best performed 

by the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. This approach is based on a Poisson 
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likelihood law and therefore the assumption of quantum noise dominating the 

measurements g. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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The objective of imaging spectrometry is the acquisition of a set of contiguous, 

registered spectral images of a scene's spatial radiance distribution. This objective is an 

extension of that of "classical" imaging systems which typically acquire a broadband 

image. The availability of a discrete approximation of a continuous spectral radiance 

distribution at each picture element (pixel) provides additional insight into the nature of a 

scene. For example, spectral data can reveal the condition or identity of object space 

elements. 

Application examples are numerous. Native and crop vegetation can be monitored 

for nutrient deficiencies, insect damage, and water-induced stress through reflectance 

measurements in the 0.4-2.5 !lm spectral range. Minerals may also be identified by 

collecting spectral reflectance data between 2-2.4 !lm. Diagnostic absorption features for 

many surface materials are 20 to 40 nm wide and the consequent demand on an imaging 

spectrometer is the acquisition of contiguous, 10 nm wide spectral images (Goetz, 1985). 

Detection, identification, and localization of chemical agents in environmental 

remediation efforts are also aided by spectral scene data. Fugitive emissions produced 

during remedial operations such as excavation or incineration can be monitored in the 10-

14!lm band (Moore, 1994). 

Imaging spectrometry also has medical imaging applications. The spectral signature 

of a tissue sample can assist in diagnosing its condition and the spatial image determines its 

location and extent. An imaging spectrometer operating in a properly chosen spectral band 

can assist in examination and surgical tasks. 

Spectral data add another dimension to a general recognition problem. To rephrase 

the objective stated earlier, the purpose of imaging spectrometry is to acquire a three-
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dimensional (3D) data set. Two of the set's dimensions are spatial (x and y) while the third 

is spectral (wavelength (Il), for instance). The spatial coordinates refer to an arbitrary 

image plane within the optical system. This 3D data set is sometimes called a data cube but 

we will christen it as object cube to avoid confusion with upcoming nomenclature. A 

pictorial rendition of the idea is provided in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1. Data acquired by different types of spectrometers. 

At any instant, conventional spectrometers acquire data within the object cube in 

several ways. A slit instrument performing one-dimensional (lD) imaging produces 

information describing a plate of a finite thickness ~y (Figure 1.1). Its base is defined by 

the dimensions of the entrance slit. An echelle/cross-disperser or a gratingllinear-imaging

array spectrometer (see (Schroeder, 1987) for examples) provides data about a column 

within the object cube. The output of a spectrally filtered staring camera is a plate of 
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thickness 8 A., determined by a filter's bandpass. The one feature common to all these 

instruments is the need to scan in order to measure the entire object cube. The 

dimensionality of the instantaneously collected data is limited by the dimensions of the 

detecting medium. Spectral imaging requires the configuration of the instrument to change 

(mirrors must be moved or a different filter must be dialed in). 

The elimination of scanning is motivated by two primary factors. First, by 

eliminating scanning, the configuration of the imaging spectrometer is fixed. Absence of 

moving elements results in a rugged design well suited for hazardous and demanding 

environments. Second, the instantaneous collection of all data needed for the subsequent 

reconstruction of the object cube means that dynamic events in the scene can be spectrally 

imaged. Movies of events taking place within the x y A. object cube are now within reach. 

Critical Technologies, Eliminating Scanning, and Computed Tomography 

The emergence of two critical technologies offers new opportunities in imaging 

applications. The first technological development is the staring focal plane array, available 

in increasingly large formats and spectral responsivities which cover the ultraviolet, visible, 

s:~ 

Field 
Stop 

Aperture 
Stop 

Collimator Gratings Re-imaging 
lens 

Figure 1.2. Non-scanning imaging spectrometer layout. The upper half of the diagram is 
a cut-away view of the system optics. 

and infrared spectra. The second critical component is computing technology which makes 

computationally intensive, indirect forms of imaging a reality. We propose to achieve the 

objective of imaging spectr~metry without scanning by taking full advantage of large focal 
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plane arrays and fast computers. Furthermore, our approach has the potential for enhanced 

performance resulting from improvements in those two technologies. 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the optical layout of the instrument. We assume that an 

objective lens (not shown) places an image in the field stop plane. The field stop itself is a 

two-dimensional aperture (a square, for example). As noted in the figure, the remaining 

elements are fairly conventional with the exception of the dispersive stage which consists of 

three sequentially rotated gratings. The dispersion vectors of the gratings are separated by 

Figure 1.3. Irradiance distribution on the focal plane array. 

60°. The result is a hexagonally symmetric set of dispersion images illustrated in Figure 

1.3. 

The border indicates the extent of a 512 x 512 detector focal plane array. Each 

shaded area corresponds to a particular combination of diffraction orders from each of the 
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three gratings. For example, the center square in Figure 1.3 represents a direct image of 

the field stop. If we only account for ±lst and the Oth diffraction orders at each of the three 

gratings, there will be three diffraction order sequences which lead to that image. One of 

these sequences involves no dispersion at each grating, while the other two result in a total 

cancellation of dispersion. 

Given data of the form illustrated in Figure 1.3 and the objective of non-scanning 

imaging spectrometry, a new interpretation of the dispersed images must be adopted. We 

consider these images as parallel 2D projections of a 3D object cube suspended some 

distance, to be determined later, above the focal plane. The introduction of the projection 

nomenclature hints at a connection to computed tomography. 

Although computed tomography may be best known for its application in the 

context of medical imaging, its usefulness extends beyond imaging volumes-of-matter. In 

fact, the ideas initially developed by the Austrian mathematician Johann Radon (Radon, 

1917) apply to any multi-dimensional function as long as lower dimensional integrals of 

this function may somehow be formed. In the case of imaging spectrometry, the multi

dimensional function is a 3D (x Y A) object cube. 

The dispersive effect of the gratings provides us with line integrals through the 

object cube and results in a situation analogous to volume-of-matter imaging. Imaging 

spectrometry's objective can be achieved by using one of the many reconstruction 

techniques developed for medical applications of computed tomography (Barrett/Swindell, 

1981). Finally, if sufficient projection data are collected simultaneously by means of a 

focal plane array then no scanning is necessary and the object cube may be reconstructed. 

Matrix Formulation 

The 3D spatial and spectral radiance distribution within the object cube is 

continuous and defined for any triplet (X,y,A). The correct model of the imaging 
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spectrometer is therefore a continuous-to-discrete mapping since the continuous projection 

data (see Figure 1.3) are sampled with a discrete array of sensors. However, the digital 

reconstruction techniques which we shall employ in the scope of this work require us to 

model the forward problem as a discrete-to-discrete mapping. Consequently, the 

continuous object cube is approximated by a finite series expansion in terms of some set of 

basis functions. We have chosen to use a linear combination of non-overlapping, equi

sized volume elements (voxels) to represent the object cube. Figure 1.4 illustrates the idea. 

Only a subset of all voxels is shown for clarity's sake. 

Generally speaking, the action of an imaging system and specifically an imaging 

spectrometer may be described by 

g=Hf+n. (1.1) 

Figure 1.4. Voxel representation. The full set of voxels fills the entire object cube. 
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Depending on how we choose to model the system, B may represent a continuous-to

continuous, continuous-to-discrete or a discrete-to-discrete linear operator. In the last case, 

g is an M x 1 measurement vector, n is an M x 1 noise vector, and f is an N x 1 object 

vector. The dimensions follow from M measurements being collected and N voxels being 

used in the discrete approximation of the object cube. The linear operator H assumes the 

form of an M x N matrix. 

Determination of H 

The matrix H can be determined in several ways. If we possess a highly accurate 

computer model of our imaging system, all elements of H can be computed. If a high 

fidelity model is unavailable, the matrix can be generated experimentally. Finally, we could 

adopt an approach based partially on experimental characterization and partially on some 

form of interpolation of the collected data. Parts of the matrix will then have been 

measured directly while the rest will be derived from these measurements. 

Computer modeling alone is unlikely to account for all possible effects within the 

instrument. An inconsistency will therefore be introduced into Equation (1.1) with g 

having been formed by one spectrometer and H describing another. Based on this 

reasoning, we chose the interpolation technique. A single voxel was presented as input to 

the imaging spectrometer and the instrument's response was recorded. The resultant image 

was lexicographically ordered and formed a column of the matrix H. After a subset of 

voxels was so measured, we interpolated the remainder. 

Reconstruction of the Object Cube 

Having obtained the linear operator H in matrix form by one of the methods 

described above and having collected an image g of a target scene with the spectrometer, 

we are ready to ponder reconstruction techniques. Their objective is to invert the forward 
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problem and to form an estimate of the object cube. We pursue this task iteratively, starting 

with an initial guess at f and then refining it subject to a number of constraints. These 

constraints express our prior knowledge regarding the object cube. We know, for 

instance, that the estimate f must be nonnegative. We may also know the statistics of the 

additive noise D. Once a satisfactory estimate is obtained, the elements of the vector i are 

rearranged into a cubic lattice, forming a discrete, 3D estimate of the object cube. The 

result may next be viewed as a set of spectral images, spectra at individual pixels or in 

some other way best suited to the task to be performed based on the reconstructed data (see 

Figure 1.5). 

Figure 1.5. Object cube interpretations. The reconstructed cube may be viewed as a set 
of spectral images (left) or spectra at individual pixels (right). 

Conventional Spectrometric Systems 

The formalism of Equation (1.1) is applicable to virtually all types of spectrometers. 

We illustrate this by applying it to three kinds of conventional instruments: a spatially 

modulated Fourier transform spectrometer, a coded-aperture instrument (such as a 

Hadamard-transform based device), and a low-order grating spectrometer. For the purpose 

of the following discussion, we shift our perspective to the source(s) of the signal collected 
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by individual detectors rather than the response of the system to an individual basis 

function such as a voxel. The detector viewpoint is described by rows of H while the 

response perspective is given by the columns of the matrix. 

Fourier Transform Spectrometer 

We consider as our model an instrument which records the interferogram spatially 

via a linear or two-dimensional focal plane array as opposed to collecting the data 

temporally via scanning [see (Hammer, 1992)]. At any given position, a detector 

integrates a weighted sum of spectral resolution element emissions over the entire 

instrument bandwidth. The weights are determined by the spectral radiance as well as the 

spectral interferogram phase at the detector. H can be built up by introducing voxels at the 

input and recording the system's response. Each voxel will cause an irradiance distribution 

oc cos2 (2n ~XIA) where the optical path difference ~x is a function of distance along the 

array. The discretely sampled distribution then forms a column of H corresponding to the 

selected voxel. Inversion aimed at obtaining a discrete spectrum takes place through a 

Fourier transform. 

Hadamard Transform Instruments 

Hadamard transform spectrometers already employ a formalism like that expressed 

in Equation (1.1) (Decker, 1968). In this case, the H matrix is determined by a set of 

{I,O} coded masks. The digits correspond to transmittance or no-transmittance. Each 

mask is effectively a set of exit slits which causes a detector element or array to collect a 

linear combination of radiances from a subset of all voxels. To measure N spectral 

elements, N masks are employed. Ideally, the elements of H should be chosen from 

{-I, I}, however, there are obvious difficulties associated with achieving this in practice. 

The rows of H will be at least linearly independent and if the ideal scenario can be 
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somehow achieved, they will also be orthogonal, resulting in a Hadamard matrix linear 

operator (such that HTH = NI, where I is the N x N identity matrix). The purpose of the 

encoding is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. For example, if the noise is signal 

independent, a multiplexed measurement will have an improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

compared to the direct measurement of a voxel's spectral radiance. The masks for each 

measurement are chosen so that H-1 exists and an estimate of the object cube is simply 

obtained via H-1g. 

Conventional Grating Spectrometer 

Instead of describing the instrument and then the matrix, the best definition of this 

kind of spectrometer is by means of its associated linear operator. H is a diagonal matrix. 

A detector element in a grating instrument integrates signal from only a single spectral 

resolution element. Its output is then directly related to the spectral radiance of that 

resolution element. The rows of H are now linearly independent and orthogonal. No 

inversion is necessary in this case except to possibly account for the instrument's spectral 

transmittance. 

Computed Tomography Imaging Spectrometry Revisited 

The individual detector perspective applied to non-scanning imaging spectrometry is 

instructive because it points out the developments which had to take place for this scheme 

to become possible. We have already shown that the general formalism of Equation (1.1) 

applies equally to all kinds of spectral imaging systems. Individual detectors report the 

results of linear superpositions of signals from subsets of voxels. Equation (1.1) does not 

reflect whether such data are collected in parallel or serially. Parallel collection, however, 

is not possible unless multiple detectors are operating simultaneously as in an array. 
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Out of all the spectrometric techniques described so far, Hadamard spectroscopy 

bears the greatest resemblance to the non-scanning spectrometry approach analyzed in the 

scope of this work. This is partially due to the similar system description via a linear 

operator and partially because such a description can invite speculation of the kind 

expressed in a very telling quotation from (Nelson, 1971). He calls on us to " ... note the 

possibility of the application of the Hadamard measurement concept to imaging systems. If 

the N elements of a two-dimensional radiation pattern assume the role of the N spectral 

elements of Hadamard spectroscopy, then the imaging system becomes the analog of the 

spectroscopy system .... " As a point of chronological reference, note also that the idea of a 

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) was first proposed by Boyle and Smith in 1970 and the 

first device not developed until 1971 (Amelio, 1971). Today, the two distinct modes of 

imaging described by Nelson can be combined into simultaneous spatial and spectral 

imaging thanks to two decades of focal-plane-array (FPA) development. 

The availability of large-format focal-plane arrays has been harnessed for non

scanning imaging spectrometry purposes by means of computed tomography principles. In 

addition to our work, computed tomography ideas have been explicitly associated with 

imaging spectrometry in several instances. Systems using two crossed gratings (Okamoto, 

1991, 1993), multiple prisms (Bulygin, 1991), rotating prisms (Mooney, 1994), and a 

rotating instrument (Betremieux, 1993) have all been recently proposed and/or developed. 

Basis Function Variations 

An imaging spectrometer may be calibrated in terms of basis functions other than 

voxels. Voxels are versatile by virtue of the fact that they represent a very localized 

description of the object. However, basis functions may be selected that express some 

expected long range correlation in the object cube. The resulting spectrometer then 

becomes an application-specific instrument but presumably more effective within that 
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application. An example is provided by spectral pattern recognition. If the function of the 

instrument is to detect some finite set of chemicals or combinations thereof, the spectra of 

the chemicals could be used as a set of basis functions. Although the spectra are unlikely to 

be orthogonal, in order to qualify as a basis they only need to be linearly independent. The 

spectrometer's output at each pixel would then consist of a set of coefficients 

corresponding to each chemical constituent of interest. However, some thought would 

have to be given to treatment of spectra not included in the space spanned by the calibration 

set. In any event, the versatility of this technique lies in the fact that no matter what basis is 

chosen for calibration, the instrument's configuration remains unaltered; it still collects the 

same data. How the data are processed simply depends on the choice of the mapping 

matrix H. We can conceive, for example, a simple software switch differentiating between 

a general purpose spectral imager (calibrated in voxels), a specialized chemical 

detector/imager (calibrated in spectra) or some other form of spatial/spectral detector or 

classifier. 

Dissertation's Objectives 

Our approach to this project has been three-pronged, and this is reflected in the 

following chapters. The initial effort firmly established an analogy between the computed 

tomographic context and the nature of the problem of imaging spectrometry. Chapter Two 

introduces the relevant computed-tomography concepts and nomenclature and contains a 

description of the theoretical effort. 

Our long-range goal continues to be to improve the spectrometer's configuration. 

This refers specifically to the optical design of the instrument. We have developed a set of 

tools which allow us to alter the optical layout of the spectrometer via a lens-design 

program, to compute a pair of look-up tables which describe the performance of the 

system, and to simulate image data. In this way a variety of configurations may be 
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evaluated prior to any hardware commitments. The software and its capabilities are 

described in Chapter Three. 

In Chapter Four, we introduce singular value decomposition as applied to the 

operator H. Such analysis is intended to give insight into the imaging properties of a 

particular instrument design. The singular value spectrum and example eigenvectors of a 

simulated instrument are presented as well. 

We constructed a working prototype of the instrument based on the recognition of 

the limitations imposed by theoretical and simulation work alone. This device operates in 

the visible part of the spectrum and was experimentally calibrated to reconstruct an llxllx 

20 voxel object cube. A detailed description of this effort can be found in Chapter Five. 

Finally, we have included a number of Appendices which provide more detailed 

information into various parts of the project, from lens design and grating production to the 

relevant derivations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY AND IMAGING SPECTROMETRY 

The problem posed in computed tomography (CT) applications consists of the 

reconstruction of a function from its integrals along lower-dimensional manifolds. For 

example, a three-dimensional attenuation distribution is determined from its projections 

onto planes. The techniques which we will discuss in this Chapter are applicable to both 

lower and higher than three-dimensional functions. However, our emphasis will be firmly 

rooted in 3D. 

In general, the three dimensions need not represent the same physical quantities 

(such as distances). In fact, the dimensions' nature is limited only by the requirement that 

integrations be obtainable along manifolds through the function that is to be reconstructed. 

From the imaging spectrometry viewpoint, the three dimensions represent two orthogonal 

distances and a spectral variable (such as wavelength or frequency). Integrals along 

manifolds through the object cube are achieved by exploiting the interaction of radiation 

with a dispersive medium. The dispersive medium can be a phase object such as a grating 

or a prism. 

Our natural first step will be to present the nomenclature that will be used 

throughout the remainder of this work. Next, we will provide a construction aimed at 

interpreting the (x,y,A.) object cube as an equivalent volume-of-matter. This construction 

answers the question: "If only the data collected at the focal plane are considered, what sort 

of an (x,y,z) object subject to approximately parallel projections would form the same 

data?" The purpose of this step is to lend the object cube a meaning which is more 

agreeable to our intuition regarding 3D objects. Please note that we will continue to refer 

interchangeably to 3D and (x,y,z) objects but the term object cube will be exclusively 

reserved for the (X,y,A) radiance distribution. 
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This Chapter is primarily dedicated to the exposition of various models of the 

forward problem. The forward problem describes the formation of the data collected by the 

focal plane array. We will discuss the continuous-to-continuous mapping first, touch 

briefly on the continuous-to-discrete mapping, and then conclude with the discrete-to

discrete model of the imaging spectrometer. The main criterion for the distribution of 

emphasis among these three models is the usefulness of each one within the scope of this 

work. The discrete-to-discrete model is the one which we will utilize most extensively in 

what is to follow. 

Continuous-to-continuous System Model 

The continuous-to-continuous (C-C) mapping provides a convenient model for 

analytical exploration of CT imaging spectrometry. It does not, however, provide an 

accurate description of our instrument because we collect the projection data by means of 

discrete sensor arrays and not a continuous detecting medium. Nevertheless, the C-C 

model is very useful in deriving a number of interesting results. 

The projection data g are a continuous function of 2D position in the focal plane, 

denoted by r'. The origin of the focal plane coordinate system is located at the intersection 

of the focal plane with the optical axis (OA) of the system. We denote the object cube by 

f(r,A). For the sake of future developments, the 2D vector r also originates at the OA. 

The function which relates the object cube to a measurement taken at a particular r' is 

h(r,A: r'). This function is interpreted as the probability that a photon originating at a 

given (r, A) will be detected at r' in the focal plane. This probability function incorporates 

a variety of system effects such as the spectral responsivity at r' , transmission of optics, 

vignetting, disperser properties, and system aberrations. Finally, the parameters described 

thus far account for a noiseless scenario. In order to complete the picture, we must also 

introduce n (r'), the random noise associated with the measurement taken at r' . 
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All of the above considerations can be combined in 

g(r') = [HJ d2rd}.,f(r,}.,) h(r,}.,: r')]+n(r'). (2.1) 

Unless noted otherwise, all integrals run over the entire infinite domain of the spatial 

variable of integration. Integration over wavelength occurs over a semi-infinite domain 

(0-"7 00). 

Construction of an Equivalent (x,y,z) Object 

The object cube has no physical depth. It is only through dispersion that the 

spectral variation within the field stop is made apparent by a dependence of the diffraction 

angle f3 on the spectral variable. This dependence is expressed via the grating equation 

(2.2) 

Figure 2.1. The diffracted images of the field stop as parallel projections of a 3D object. 
The projection angle is defined as measured from the vertical axis in this illustration. The 
projection marked "0" therefore corresponds to 0 0

, while the "±1[a, b, c]" projections are 
taken at azimuth angles incremented by 60° and a projection angle of -450

• Each letter-in
a-box associates the diffraction orders with one of the multiple gratings present in the 
system. The center projection is a direct, polychromatic image of the field stop. 
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The terms in Eq. (2.2) are defined as follows: The order of diffraction is denoted by m, the 

grating period is denoted by G, and the angle of incidence is denoted by a. Both {3 and 

a are measured from the grating normal (GN) of the ith grating and the choice of the 

minus sign is appropriate for a transmission grating. The diffraction angle is transformed 

into a spatial displacement, x', on the focal plane by the action of the re-imaging lens. 

This relationship is typically 

x' = /,. tan {3, (2.3) 

where /,. is the focal length of the re-imaging lens. The origin from which x' is measured 

is the OA of the instrument. We assume the OA and GN to be coincident. 

The spatial displacements on the focal plane can also be interpreted in an alternative 

fashion. Given a 3D object projected onto a plane as shown in Figure 2.1, spatial 

displacements are a function of depth within the object. When viewed from the perspective 

of an individual photodetector, each detector integrates the 3D object along a particular 

path. This path is determined by the physical conditions of the measurement. In the case 

of an (x,y,z) object, the integration paths are likely to be straight lines because probing 

agents, such as photons, obey Newton's first law and travel in straight lines in the absence 

of interaction with the object (Cormack, 19R1). In the case of the imaging spectrometer, 

the integration path is defined by the dispersion characteristics of the diffractive elements. 

The resulting paths are curved lines due to the non-linear-in-wavelength natures of the 

grating equation and Equation (2.3). 

The components of Figure 2.2 are the re-imaging lens, shown here as plano

convex, the focal plane, and the geometric construction used to form the object cube. If a 

grating is used, wavelength increases from the bottom of the shaded region to the top. This 

is dictated by the fact that longer wavelengths (A2) are deviated more than shorter 

wavelengths (AI). Wavelength is thus converted to a pseudo-depth (the height of the 
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shaded region in Fig. 2.2) by taking advantage of the system parameters which determine 

the displacements {X'} in the focal plane. We establish the convention to measure this 

pseudo-depth from the focal plane. 

.. ~ 
'A 

xi\. 

.. Arej 

fi\. 
... Al 

--~~------~--~----~~------~X' 
Focal plane 

Figure 2.2. Construction used in the interpretation of the spectral variable as a pseudo
depth. See text for an explanation of the terms' usage. 

The details of the construction are presented next. A reference wavelength, Are!' is 

chosen. For a given diffraction order there is associated with this wavelength a diffraction 

angle {Jre! and thus a displacement x:e! = J, tan {JreI' Within the same diffraction order, the 

mapping of wavelength to diffraction angle is one-to-one and for some A '* Are!' the 

diffraction angle is {J).. '* {Jre!' As in Eq. (2.3), the corresponding displacement is 

X~ = J, tan{J)... (2.4) 
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Now, let us consider a 3D object suspended above the focal plane (Figure 2.2). Assume a 

parallel projection at the reference angle. The object depth associated with the reference 

wavelength is J,.. However, the displacement x~ now corresponds to an object depth f). 

obtained by similar triangles as 

.r = J, tan f3). 
J). r f3. 

tan ref 

(2.5) 

The two bold, sloping lines at f3ref and f3). in Figure 2.2 represent actual spectral ray paths. 

The dotted line terminating at x~ is traced back at the angle f3ref to an object depth f).. This 

depth is a non-linear function of wavelength. This means that 

Ilf). = k(Il)IlIl, 

where k is a wavelength-dependent factor. 

Integration Paths 

(2.6) 

In the following treatment, integration paths through the object are idealized as 

Dirac-o lines. Our aim is to obtain a concrete fonnulation of the kernel h(r,ll: r'). Let r). 

be a vector in a spectral plane, Il = constant. Let r' be a vector in the focal plane. In the 

case of both planes, the origin corresponds to the intersection with the OA. This 

convention was illustrated in Figure 2.2 by means of x). and x' which have been now 

generalized to vectors in the respective planes. Because all spectral planes share the same 

origin, we drop the Il subscript on r).. 

When imaged into a particular diffraction order, the origin of the spectral plane at 

the reference wavelength, Ilre!, will be located in the focal plane at a point denoted by r~f. 

When imaged into the same diffraction order, the origin of a spectral plane at another 

wavelength will be located at a point in the focal plane defined by 1Cr~f' where 1C is a 

scalar. By taking advantage of our efforts in the previous section, we find that 1C = f)./ J,. . 
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Next, we choose a location on the focal plane at which to collect a measurement, 

g(r'). In order to make the connection to the object cube, the position r' must be related 

to the location of the origin of each spectral image which encompasses that position. The 

relative position is expressed through 

8 r' = r' - (fA / J, ) r:ef • (2.7) 

We can remove the implicit presence of an arbitrary reference wavelength from Equation 

(2.7) by making the substitutions 
fA tanf3A 

.f,. tan f3 ref ' 

, J, f3 '" 
rref = r tan ref rref • 

The unit vector r~f indicates the azimuth angle associated with a given projection. The 

resulting form of Equation (2.7) is 

8 r' = r' - .f,. tan f3A r:ef • (2.8) 

Note that for each wavelength, 8r' points to a unique location within the object cube, 

given by (8r',;l.). By making this statement, we have made an implicit assumption that 

the magnification of the field stop image on the focal plane has a magnitude of one. In 

other words, the focal length of the collimator lens, fc, has been presumed to equal the re-

imaging lens focal length, .f,. (see Figure 1.2 for optical components). 

To remove this assumption, we must first locate the object cube within the imaging 

system. We choose to place it at the point where its spatial extent is defined, i.e. the field 

stop. The vector r, therefore, determines locations in the field stop plane. Let the system 

minification (opposite to magnification) be defined as 

p=fc. 
.f,. 

(2.9) 

Recall that our objective is to cast the action of the imaging spectrometer into the parallel 

projection format shown in Figure 2.1. Consequently, any minification effects between the 

object cube and its projection data must be removed. Furthermore, we choose to relate the 
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projection data to the coordinate system of the field stop plane. This means that all vectors 

in the focal plane must be scaled by J.l. 

First, we scale Equation (2.7) and find the equivalent relative position in terms of 

the field-stop plane coordinates. The final expression is 

dr = J.ldr'. (2.10) 

Recall that dr' and thus dr are dependent on wavelength. Note also that dr is measured 

from the OA for all wavelengths. The intersection of the OA and the plane A = Are! appears 

at r:e! in the focal plane. The position pointed to by r~! is the reference point for dr'. 

The path of integration embodied in h(r,ll: r') is a collection of two-dimensional 

Dirac 0 -functions. At any given wavelength Il, the intersection of the path and the spectral 

plane is given by 

o (r - dr) = o( r - J.lr' + J.lJ,. tanfJ). r:e! ) (2.11 ) 

where we have made the substitution from Eq. (2.8). The three-dimensional path of 

integration is simply a stacking of these two-dimensional, spectral 0 -functions (Chiu, 

1979). 

This stack of 0 -functions does not form a straight line in (x,y,A) space. The 

reason is again tied to the non-linear behavior of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) with wavelength. 

The curved paths of integration are just a converse viewpoint of Equation (2.6). Lastly, we 

revisit Equation (2.1) and incorporate our most recent results. The measured data can now 

be described as 

g(r') = [Iff d2 rdll f(r, Il) o(r - /lr' + /lfr tanfJ). r:e! )]+ n(r'). (2.12) 

Inversion of the Measurement Data: The Radon and X-Ray Transforms 

The inversion of the measurement data depends on the form of the integration 

manifolds. For example, the n-dimensional Radon transform involves integration over 
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(n -I)-dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional space. The n-dimensional x-ray 

transform involves line (one-dimensional) integrals in an n-dimensional space (Aarsvold, 

1993). In two dimensions, the two transforms are identical. In three-dimensional space, 

the Radon transform involves integration over planes. The x-ray transform in three 

dimensions is actually most closely related to our discussion thus far because it involves 

line integrals. 

Integration along straight lines in either two (Radon and x-ray) or three dimensions 

(x-ray) leads to a very elegant analytical inversion algorithm. This approach involves the 

Fourier transform and the notion of frequency space. We will take advantage of this 

technique to at least qualitatively establish the limitations of our spectral imager and the 

effect of f.1 =t 1. The difficulty lies in the fact that integration in our case takes place along 

curved lines as explained in the previous section. This difficulty is not fatal because we are 

not interested in obtaining an analytical formulation of an inversion of Equation (2.12). 

Instead, we must bend our situation to fit the inverse x-ray transform by means of small-

angle approximations to Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). The result also hinges on the assumption 

that a = 0 at the dispersive element. These approximations lead us to 

tan {3;.. ::::: Km A (2.13) 

where the subscript In reminds us of the effect of diffraction order on the relation. 

Equation (2.13) is valid for I KmAI« -fi. The approximate form of Eq. (2.12) takes on 

the form 

(2.14) 

under the assumption that there is no noise, n(r') = O. Next, we apply the 2D Fourier 

transform to g (r') and obtain 

G(p) = I f.11-2 Iff d2rdAf(r,A.) X 

II d2r' o(r' - f.1-1 r - + K A r' ) e-2rri p'·r' J r m ref • 

(2.15) 
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The second integral succumbs to the sifting property of the D-function. We update the 

expression to read 

G(P') = l.u 1-2 Iff dxdydA f(r,A)exp[-2Hip'. (.u-I r+ J,. Kill Ar~f)] . (2.16) 

Expansion of the exponent gives us 

G(P') = l.u 1-2 Iff dx dydA f(r, A ) e-2tr if x/Jle -2TriTI' x/Jle -2Tri f, K .. ).p'oi:;,! (2.17) 

in which we recognize the familiar form of the Fourier kernel. Next, Equation (2.17) is 

rewritten in terms of F(g,l1,.e), the Fourier transform of f(r,A). The new expression 

reads 

(2.18) 

According to Eq. (2.18), the data obtained from the 2D Fourier transformed projection 

g (r') fill out a plane in the three-dimensional frequency space of the object cube. The 

equation of this plane is given by 

(2.19) 

where we have taken advantage of the facts that ~= ~, r,= if, and 

p=(g'/.u)~+(T1'/.u)iJ=P'/.u. The meaning of Equation (2.19) may be equivalently 

expressed in terms of the plane's normal vector, 

R= \fc m(~. r:ef )/a, fc m( r,. r:ef )/a, -1) . (2.20) 

In obtaining Eq. (2.20) we have used Eq. (2.9) and the fact that Km = mla in the case of a 

grating disperser. 

The plane described in Eq. (2.19) includes the origin of the three-dimensional 

frequency space. Because of this fact, our work from Eq. (2.14) through Eq. (2.20) is 

known as the Central Slice Theorem (Barrett, 1981). The inversion of Eq. (2.14) first 

requires the sweeping out of three-dimensional frequency space by changing the orientation 

of the plane described by Eqs. (2.19) or (2.20). Once enough data has been gathered in 
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~17.e-space, the object cube can then be recovered through an inverse 3D Fourier 

transform, 

f(X,y,A) = HI. d~d17d.e F(~,17,.e)e2Iri(~X+'7)'+fA). 
In general, the exact procedure for collecting frequency-space data will depend on 

the specifics of the imaging system (Chiu, 1979). In the case of the imaging spectrometer, 

we can change the orientation of n by altering the parameters in Eq. (2.20). Specifically, 

the projection angle (see Figure 2.1) can be increased or decreased by changing the 

collimator focal length !C, the diffraction order m, or the disperser line spacing (j. 

Changing the direction of dispersion, denoted by r:ef , changes the azimuthal orientation of 

the normal vector. 

Figure 2.3. Three-dimensional frequency space interpretation of Figure 2.1. The 
conventional t; is replaced by .e in imaging spectrometry. Only the upper half space 
.e ;::: 0 [1/ A] is shown. Each plane corresponds to a unique projection and azimuth angle 
pair in Fig. 2.1. 
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Missing Cones 

Three-dimensional frequency space is a convenient environment in which to gain a 

first-order understanding of the non-scanning imaging spectrometer. Recall that we have 

had to make small-angle approximations to fit the description of g(r') expressed in Eq. 

(2.12) into the Central Slice Theorem framework [Eqs. (2.14)-(2.20)]. Such a measure 

was justified by the intuitive appeal of the Theorem and the inverse x-ray transform. 

The frequency-space picture of Fig. 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.3. Each plane 

corresponds to a unique pair of projection and azimuth angles. The plane described by 

R= (0,0,-1) corresponds to the projection marked "0" in Fig. 2.1. The remaining six 

planes correspond to three different orientations of r~f and two values for the diffraction 

order, m = ±1. 

In order to sweep out the rest of ~1].e-frequency space, we need to collect more 

projections. If these projections only correspond to new orientations of r:ef , we will have 

failed to collect data about two cones centered on the .e -axis, with vertices at the origin. 

These cones are illustrated in a cut-away view of frequency space in Figure 2.4. The 

solution is clearly to increase the projection angle. In other words, we need to make the 

normal vectors n approach the ~1]-plane. Equation (2.20) indicates that this can be 

achieved by increasing the collimator's focal length fc, collecting projection data at a higher 

diffraction order m, reducing the line spacing of the disperser (J, or any combination of 

these prescriptions. Each remedy, however, may have adverse side-effects. For example, 

higher diffraction orders may have a low diffraction efficiency. The signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) of such projection data is thus likely to be poor. Increasing the collimator focal 

length may reduce the throughput of the optical system, again leading to a reduction in 

SNR. 
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Figure 2.4. Missing cones in 3D frequency space. The conventional label S is replaced 
by R. in the frequency space of the object cube. For clarity, only a half-space is shown. 

Furthermore, the configuration of the imaging system may impose limits on the 

extent to which fe' m, and (j can be adjusted. These restrictions will result in regions of 

frequency space which are not mapped out (Le. the missing cones). Object wave vectors 

within these two cones are thus lost and an unique reconstruction of the object cube is not 

possible. In terms of the collected data, many different objects may appear the same if their 

differences map under 3D Fourier transform into the frequency-space volume defined by 

the missing cones. 

We encounter the worst case scenario in the case of spatially flat scenes with 

narrow emission or absorption features. In frequency space, such object cubes are 

concentrated along the R. -axis. 
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The continuous-to-continuous model allowed us to cast the imaging-spectrometer 

forward problem into the x-ray transform framework under the small-angle approximation. 

By means of the Central Slice Theorem, we were then able to outline the system parameters 

critical to the acquisition of a more complete data set needed for a unique reconstruction. 

However, despite such usefulness of the continuous-to-continuous model, it does not 

accurately represent our imaging system. That is the role played by the continuous-to

discrete model, discussed next. 

Continuous-to-discrete System Model 

The object cube l(r,ll) is a continuous function of its arguments. On the other 

hand, our measurements of this function are discrete in three ways. First, the detecting 

medium is an array of discrete detector elements. Second, as shown in Figure 1.3, our 

system collects only a discrete set of projections of the object cube. Third, the detectors' 

outputs are further discretized by the act of analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion. Equation 

(2.1) must be accordingly modified to account for these effects and becomes 

g;,8 = [HI d 2rdA,f(r,ll) h!,8 (r,Il)] + ni • (2.21) 

Equation (2.21) describes the continuous-to-discrete system model. The subscript i and 

the superscripts rand () remind us of the discrete nature of the measurements. 

Consequently, g;,8 is the measurement by the ith detector, h;,8 (r,ll) is the probability that 

emissions at (r,ll) will be recorded by the ith detector, and ni accounts for the noise 

associated with the measurement. The superscripts on h;,8 (r,ll) indicate the fact that there 

is only a discrete set of integration manifolds available in our imaging system. The effects 

of A-D conversion are incorporated into the noise term as quantization noise. 

The discrete nature of the detecting medium binds the range over which Ie ' m, and 

a in Eq. (2.20) may be varied. Lengthening fc increases the minification of the field stop 
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on the focal plane. This was perfectly acceptable in the continuous-to-continuous model 

since we had a continuous detecting medium. Yet, in the case of finite-area, discrete 

sensors minification sacrifices spatial resolution. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

y 

Figure 2.5. System model integration manifolds. Our analysis of the continuous-to
continuous model involves integration paths idealized as stacks of 2D Dirac a-functions 
(a). In the continuous-to-discrete model, these integration lines are replaced by 
integration volumes (b) and (c). This replacement occurs in order to account for the finite 
area of detector elements. 

The solid line identified by (a) denotes the integration path defined by a stack of Dirac a-
functions. This was the manifold which we used extensively in the previous sections. The 

shaded volumes represent integration manifolds in the case of discrete detector elements of 

a finite area. Volume (b) corresponds to some nominal value of !c. Volume (c) is the 

integration manifold for an increased value of !c. Although volume (c) has tilted closer to 
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the xy-plane, its cross-section parallel to the xy-plane has increased in area relative to the 

extent of the object cube. 

If we are given a spatial resolution specification, the discrete nature of the focal 

plane array will impose a limit on the maximum minification. This means that there will be 

an upper limit dictated on !c. This restriction further affects the maximum projection angle 

as defined by the orientation of the normal vector n [see Eq. (2.20)]. Assuming that m and 

(J" are subject to their own limits which we will discuss next, the upper bound on the 

collimator focal length will prevent us from being able to point the normal vector into the 

range of projection angles given by (Pmax,90"]. The maximum projection angle is 

symbolized by Pmax. 

The restriction on diffraction order m is imposed by the finite size of the focal plane 

array. Not only is our detecting medium discrete but it is also limited in area. The 

diffraction order is therefore subject to an upper bound determined by the highest order of 

diffraction captured by the array. Recall that another limit on m arises from signal-to-noise 

ratio considerations. The diffraction efficiency at higher orders may be insufficient to 

produce projection data usable from a SNR viewpoint. 

Finally, the lower bound on the disperser line spacing, (J", is imposed by the 

discrete set of dispersion directions i:'/ available in our imaging system. As Figure 1.3 

shows, there are only three directions separated by 60·. Decreasing (J" will result in fewer 

projections being captured by the focal plane array as the pattern in Fig. 1.3 expands and 

the higher order images falloff the array. 

The limitations imposed on !C, m, and (J" conspire to prevent us from being able to 

fully map out the ~7J.e-frequency space. The restrictions result in a range of projection 

angles into which n cannot be made to point. The application of computed tomography 

concepts to imaging spectrometry can therefore be classified as a restricted- (also known 
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as limited-) view-angle problem. Figure 2.4 illustrated this limitation in terms of missing 

cones in frequency space. 

Furthermore, the discrete number of available dispersion directions r:'/ means that 

even the situation shown in Fig. 2.4 is idealized. We will not be able to fully sweep out the 

frequency-space volume that is accessible to us. A more realistic situation was partially 

shown in Fig. 2.3. The projection data as shown in Fig. 1.3 will yield a set of discrete 

planes within the filled volume of Fig. 2.4. 

In conclusion, computed-tomography imaging spectrometry is an example of a 

restricted-view-angle problem. The missing data prevent a unique reconstruction of an 

object cube from the collected projections. The limitations described in the last five 

paragraphs can be indirectly remedied by the use of non-linear reconstruction techniques if 

these methods effectively take advantage of prior knowledge about the object cube. Within 

the scope of this work, we have only employed the very general constraint that the 

reconstructed object must remain non-negative. 

Discrete-to-discrete System Model 

The continuous-to-discrete system model provides the most accurate description of 

the imaging spectrometer. Unfortunately, the continuous nature of f(r,ll) is impractical in 

the context of digital object reconstruction. The object cube, f(r,Il), must be 

approximated by a discrete set of basis functions, cpAr,Il). 

Volume elements (voxels) are a convenient choice of basis from an experimental 

viewpoint. Figure 1.4 shows a subset ofvoxels within the object cube. Voxels are not the 

only choice of basis functions. They are, however, fundamental in the sense that each 

voxel is localized and thus relationships between radiance values at different positions in 

the object cube are not expressible. Consider as a counter-example the use of a set of 
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linearly independent chemical spectra as a basis. Each basis function now describes the 

behavior of spectral radiance over the entire spectral bandwidth of the spectrometer and not 

just confined to a narrow L\ A as is the case for a voxel. 

The approximate form of the object cube is given by 

f(r,A)::= L:1Jj q>j(r,A). 

The coefficients Jj are formed by means of 

Jj = Iff d2rdAf(r,A) q>ir,A). 

Substitute Eq. (2.22) into a noiseless version ofEq. (2.21). This now yields 

gi = L;=lJj Iff d2rdA hi (r,A)q>j (r,A). 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

This is a good point at which to shed light on the subscripts i andj on the measured 

data g and the approximated object cube f. Both subscripts are a result of a lexicographic 

ordering of the corresponding multi-dimensional data sets. We begin by selecting a 

starting-point pixel or voxel and then traverse the remainder of the data set, assigning an 

incremented index to each pixel (voxel) encountered. Such ordering reduces images or 

three-dimensional object cubes to vectors which are easier to manipulate in the context of 

object cube reconstruction. 

The notation of Eq. (2.24) can be compacted to a form hinting at matrix 

multiplication, 

(2.25) 

where H ij is the response of the ith detector element to the jth basis function, q> j' We can 

express Eq. (2.25) and account for all M detector elements at once by means of 

g=Hf+n. (2.26) 

Measurement noise has been re-introduced in Eq. (2.26) by means of the vector n. The 

dimensions of the components of Eq. (2.26) are as follows: 
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g Mxl, 

H MxN, 

f Nxl, and 

n Mxl. 

The dimensions of H are determined by the number of measurements M and N, the 

number of basis functions used in the approximation of f (r, A. ). 

The columns of the matrix H describe the system response (voxel-spread function) 

to individual voxels. They are the discrete version of the continuous, two-dimensional 

response 

(2.27) 

The rows of H describe the manifolds over which integration takes place. Note that the ith 

integration manifold is no longer subject to any approximation such as the small-angle 

approximation which we have utilized in the continuous-to-continuous model. There is no 

need to make any such approximations because we are going to characterize the columns of 

H experimentally. Experimental characterization will account for any curvature effects due 

to the grating equation and a whole set of other system parameters which have not entered 

our considerations thus far. Examples of these parameters are throughput, system 

aberrations, and spectral responsivities of detector elements. To sum up, we have 

exchanged the small-angle approximation, applied in the continuous-to-continuous model 

in order to gain insight, for a discrete approximation of the object cube f (r, A.). 

The discrete-to-discrete system model forms the basis for all our subsequent 

reconstruction work. Equation (2.26) can be used equally well to describe continuous-to

continuous and continuous-to-discrete system models. All we have to do is to change the 

dimensions of H, f, and g accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION TOOLS 

The software development effort was based on our perception that two program 

suites with distinct objectives were needed. The objective of the first suite was to 

realistically model the forward problem as expressed in Eq. (2.26). The objective of the 

second suite was to provide the means for the inversion of the forward problem. 

The forward-problem simulation software is descended from our initial exploration 

of the connection between computed tomography and imaging spectrometry. The software 

has evolved from simulating the imaging performance of a first-order-geometrical-optics 

imaging system into a more realistic treatment of the imager. The current version of the 

suite is a combination of a commercial lens design program and our own image formation 

software (dubbed XProgram2). The lens design program (Zemax from Focusoft, Inc.) 

offers the capability for realistic modeling of imaging systems. The image formation 

software (written in IDL from Research Systems, Inc.) accounts for radiometric and 

detection issues. The combination of the two programs forms a comprehensive 

environment for testing of non-scanning imaging spectrometer designs. 

The inverse problem involves two separate tasks. First, the operator H needs to be 

characterized. We introduce invididual voxels and record the corresponding imaging

system output images. We refer to these images as calibration images for short. The 

conversion of calibration image data to the matrix H is performed by XPrograml. The 

second task consists of using the knowledge encoded in the matrix to reconstruct an 

estimate f of the object cube f from a system image g. The system image is formed by 

pointing the spectral imager at either a real spatio-spectral target or simulating such a target 

and generating the corresponding image. We have employed only iterative techniques in 
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the reconstruction effort. All these techniques are available within XProgram3 along with a 

variety of schemes which allow the user to monitor the results of the reconstruction. 

The programs associated with the solution of the inverse problem (XPrograml and 

XProgram3) are universal in the sense that both experimental and simulated data may serve 

as input. To reduce computation time, both programs utilize IDL's capability to incorporate 

routines written in C. Finally, all matrix handling and multiplication tasks take advantage 

of the sparse nature of H in order to minimize the needed disk and memory space. 

The crux of most sections in this Chapter is a graphical user interface (OUI) 

associated with one of the three programs discussed above. The OUIs provide excellent 

guides to the tasks which must be performed on our way to a reconstructed object cube. 

The first task is the generation of simulated image data. This is again the domain of 

XProgram2 and we will discuss it extensively at the beginning of the Chapter. The other 

task is the reconstruction of the object cube and the methods involved. Three 

reconstruction algorithms will be presented. The Chapter ends with a discussion of the 

effects of the noise vector n on the reconstructed object cube. 

XProgram2: Image Data Simulation 

XProgram2 was developed with the objective of ensuring an adequate level of 

realism in the simulated image data. The validity of conclusions regarding system design 

depends directly on how well the simulation model distributes emphasis among system 

phenomena. The best balance of emphasis is not trivial to achieve because we have finite 

computing resources at our disposal. The first challenge consists of modeling a 

continuous-to-discrete mapping with a digital computer. Furthermore, aberrations in the 

imaging system, focal plane array properties, and throughput issues also need to be 

included in the simulation. 
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XProgram2 has two main functions: to generate a system image g of a user

specified phantom and to form calibration images of individual basis functions. 

XPrograml uses the calibration image data to form H. Reconstruction of the object cube in 

XProgram3 begins with the raw data g. 

Figure 3.1. XProgram2 user interface. Shown in the "IMAGE DISPLAY" window is an 
example of a system image of an IR phantom consisting of a uniform blackbody 
background and two absorption features, the letter U at a polystyrene absorption line near 
3 pm and the letter A at the C02 4.2 !lm absorption line. In the left column, "W" stands 
for wavelength. 

General Operation 

The purpose of Zemax in the simulation effort is the computation of two look-up 

tables (LUTs) which represent the optics of every imaging system being evaluated. One of 

these LUTs describes a stigmatic mapping from the FS to the focal plane. The other LUT 

accounts for system aberrations; tabulated are the radial and tangential point-spread-
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function dimensions at the focal plane as a function of r' = 1 r'l. The 

"SYSTEMfCALmRATION" slider list (see Figure 3.1) shows the available spectral imager 

choices. Given Zemax's output, XProgram2 may be used to either form calibration images 

or a system image of a user-selected target. 

If calibration images are to be generated, voxel and voxel grid dimensions must be 

entered. For example, the two sets of dimensions may be the same, resulting in a 100% fill 

factor of the x y It space. The radiant photon flux associated with each voxel is computed 

based on the voxels' spatial and spectral dimensions. We make the implicit assumption 

here that the voxels' radiant output is derived from a broadband source seen through a 

monochromator. The spectral radiance of the broadband source is assumed known and by 

integration over space and wavelength the voxel radiant photon flux may be computed. We 

model the broadband source as a blackbody emitter. 

After the voxel-related dimensions are entered, "Generate Grid" forms a file which, 

as a function of (x,y,ll) I 'J' lists the voxel photon flux and the cumulative diffraction 
voxe grr 

efficiencies associated with the seven fundamental paths through the instrument to the focal 

plane. Calibration images are formed for each grid position based on the data contained in 

the above-mentioned file. This process is initiated by pressing "Generate Image(s)." An 

example of a simulated calibration image is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The formation of a system image g requires first a description of the spatio-spectral 

target, also referred to as a phantom. From the perspective of XProgram2, the phantom is 

a file identical in structure to the one formed by "Generate Grid." The difference is that 

now the voxel grid is denser and the voxels representing the object cube are smaller. For 

example, the calibration grid is 11 x 11 x 20 while the phantom grid is 19 x 19 x 34. This 

higher-resolution grid is meant to approximate the condition of a continuous object being 

represented by a set of discrete basis functions in the reconstruction process. In principle, 

the phantom grid could be made finer. Such a step would result in a better simulation of 
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the continuous-to-discrete mapping performed by the spectral imager. In practice, without 

further optimization of the software, the computation time required to form g is the factor 

limiting the dimensions of the phantom grid . 

• 

" 

Figure 3.2. Sample simulated calibration image. Simulated images were formatted as 
512 x 512 pixels. 

There are two choices under the "OBJECT CUBE" heading. We may choose a 

standard UA phantom whose image is partially depicted in the "IMAGE DISPLAY" 

window. The alternative consists of loading a user-defined phantom through the "Load 

Object Cube" text window. 
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After a phantom file is entered, the program shifts the input focus to the bottom box 

in the center column. There, the user enters a filename that will be associated with the 

system image. 

XProgram2 can also simulate an array of spectrally selective detector elements. A 

spectral filter mask can be applied to the focal plane array. Simulated calibration and 

system images now bear the mark of the spectral filter mask. The analysis of such an 

imaging spectrometer design feature is outside the scope of this dissertation but is within 

the capability of XProgram2. 

Spectral mask choices are listed under "Filter Injection." In its current incarnation, 

each mask is a three-valued image. Each value corresponds to one of three disjoint pass

bands within the imaging spectrometer's operating bandwidth. During image formation, 

the bandwidth of each voxel is analyzed relative to the cut-on and cut-off wavelengths of 

each filter passband. Such analysis makes it possible for a voxel to be sensed by detectors 

responding in two adjacent bands. 

The simulated images may be examined within the "IMAGE DISPLA Y" slider 

window. The partial image shown in Fig. 3.1 is based on a standard UA phantom 

consisting of a flat blackbody background at 5900 K. The phantom also contains an 

absorption feature in the shape of the letter U at a polystyrene absorption line near 3 !lm. 

Similarly, an absorption feature in the shape of the letter A resides at the 4.2 /lm C02 

absorption line. The user can navigate to different parts of the image by means of the x' 

and y' sliders. Color tables and other display characteristics are also user-controlled via 

the "Tools" pop-up menu, which is a standard IDL feature. 

Optical System Design Using Zemax 

A prototype design for the IR version of the imaging spectrometer was generated in 

Zemax. The specifics of this design required a judgment call with respect to sophistication. 
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We chose to use simple air spaced doublets as the collimating and the re-imaging lenses 

(see Fig. 3.3). Imaging performance could later be enhanced by improving the optics 

through the addition of more elements andlor aspheric surfaces (example objectives: flatten 

the field, reduce aberrations, etc.). The aperture stop was placed following the dispersive 

stage in order to improve the off-axis performance of the re-imaging lens through 

vignetting of extreme rim rays of the tangential fan by means of the grating apertures 

(Smith, 1992). The price of improved performance was two-fold; throughput was reduced 

and dispersion of the entrance pupil appeared. 

Field Stop 

Re-imaging Lens 

\ 

Aperture Stop 

ta 

Figure 3.3. Standard configuration of the imaging spectrometer. An image is formed at 
the field stop by an objective lens. We were not concerned with that part of the system 
for now since it represents a conventional component. 

Grating elements were separated by coordinate breaks to allow for rotations about 

the optical axis. The focal length ratio J1 was chosen to cause a three-fold minification of 

the field stop. Finally, storage and computing time constraints forced upon us a limit of 19 

dispersed FS images (see and count Fig. 3.4). In terms of the work done in Zemax, this 
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resulted in consideration of only the Oth and ±1 diffraction orders at each grating. The 

prescription for the system in Fig. 3.3 and optimization details are provided in Appendix C. 

Exploiting the System Symmetry 

The size of the LUT relating FS positions to focal-plane coordinates (stigmatic 

LUT) can be considerably reduced if we take note of certain symmetries inherent to the 

three-grating configuration. The object cube projections shown in Figure 3.4 occur at only 

four distinct projection angles (nomenclature illustrated in Fig. 2.1). Due to the hexagonal 

symmetry in the system image, it seems that we need only to characterize four point-to-

point mappings from the FS to the focal plane. The remaining mappings will then be 

derived from rotated versions of the characterized mappings. However, there may be 

more than one sequence of diffraction orders through the dispersive stage leading a ray to 

1 2 

Figure 3.4. An example 
of a simulated system 
image. Part of this image 
is shown in the "IMAGE 
DISPLAY" window in 
Fig. 3.1. 
The center (or direct) FS 
image is much brighter 
than all others and 
appears black in this 
negative rendition. 
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the same projection on the focal plane. The reader may recall that we are only considering 

diffraction orders up to the ±lst. Within this bound, we can show that there are three order 

sequences leading to the D· projection (Fig. 2.1), two sequences terminating at each of the 

six ± 1 diffraction order projections, one sequence leading to each of the six ±2nd 

diffraction order projections, and one sequence terminating at each of the six projections 

marked by".J3" in Fig. 3.4. Each sequence must be characterized to account for differing 

cumulative diffraction efficiencies and slight position shifts in the focal plane. 

Consequently, there are actually seven (7) point-to-point mappings which Zemax needs to 

tabulate if we take advantage of the hexagonal symmetry shown in Fig. 3.4. By 

comparison, Zemax would have to characterize 27 (3+6(2)+6+6) separate mappings 

had we not utilized the symmetrical nature of the system image. 

The hexagonal symmetry which we exploited to reduce the size of the stigmatic 

LUT is actually a consequence an incomplete grating model. Diffraction gratings in Zemax 

are described by mIL = a( sin f3 - sin a). This model does not account for incidence out of 

the plane whose normal is parallel to the grating grooves. For example, such incidence 

results in curvature of the slit's images in a conventional slit spectrometer. In the case of 

the system shown in Fig. 3.3, an accurate diffraction grating model would break the 

hexagonal symmetry and necessitate the characterization of all 27 paths through the 

dispersive stage. As a final note, Zemax's model is appropriate if all three gratings are 

located on the same substrate. 

Field Stop Position Grid 

In order to avoid extrapolation, the grid of LUT positions in the FS plane had to 

exceed the system FS in extent and continue to do so under rotation. This condition is 

shown in Figure 3.5, where the square grid of points represents the system FS and the 

honey-comb grid of positions forms the basis for the stigmatic LUT characterization. We 
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were also constrained by having to econon:":'ze the number of points in the FS which would 

be mapped to the focal plane in the stigmatic LUT. The honey-comb position grid was 

inspired by the hexagonal symmetry in the system image (Fig. 3.4). 

Figure 3.5. Hexagonal grid of LUT positions. To 
form the stigmatic LUT, Zemax calculated the focal
plane coordinates of each position on the hexagonal 
grid. 

Calibration and system images were generated based on a square grid of positions 

in the FS plane (Fig. 3.5). The coordinates of the square grid were obtained from the file 

created by "Generate Grid" in Fig. 3.1 or the user-supplied phantom file. The mapping of 

each point on the square grid to the focal plane was calculated by interpolating the 

mappings of the nearest -neighbor points on the hexagonal grid. 

Point Spread Function Calculation 

Zemax was also used to compute a spot-size LUT. We assumed that spot size 

dimensions would depend only on r'. Furthermore, we approximated each spot 

distribution by a bivariate normal distribution with radial and tangential principal axes. The 

last assumption allowed us to compactly describe the spot size and still retain some 

information about its shape. 

Pupil Dispersion 

In the case of systems where the aperture stop is not coincident with the dispersive 

element, either the entrance or exit pupil becomes dispersed. The dispersion depends on 
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wavelength and diffraction order. Pupil dispersion is significant from a radiometric 

perspective. We· mention pupil dispersion at this point because it is an issue to be 

considered in the design of the imaging spectrometer optics. 

To appreciate the phenomenon of dispersed pupils, we pare down the scope of the 

discussion to the consideration of just a single grating. Note that each projection in the 

focal plane may be interpreted as the result of dispersion by a grating of some effective 

frequency. In the case of some projections, this effective frequency is equal to a frequency 

present in the instrument and in other cases its value is a result of interaction between 

gratings. In Fig. 3.4, the projection marked by "-13" could be attributed to a first-order 

diffraction by a grating with -J3 times the frequency of the gratings actually present in the 

system. In other words, the single grating viewpoint provides us with a convenient 

building block. 

Our approach consisted of determining the ray height in the entrance pupil plane 

from which a spectral ray had to originate in order to cross the aperture stop plane at the OA 

after passing through the grating at a given order. Furthermore, we constrained ourselves 

to work in the paraxial-optics regime. We were then able to use extended ABCD[EF] 

matrices (Siegman, 1986). Siegman introduced these 3x3 matrices to deal with misaligned 

resonators, and in our adaptation we interpreted a grating as a spectrally- and order

dependent misalignment. As is the case with conventional ABCD matrices, their 3x3 

cousins may be cascaded to produce an overall system matrix. Recall that the paraxial 

propagation equations, 

Yk+l = Yk + {J)k 1:, 
(3.1) 

may be put into matrix form if we define a ray vector rk = [Yk,{J)k r in the kth optical space. 

The terminology is as follows: Y represents ray height, (J) is the product of ray angle and 

index of refraction nk in the kth optical space, q> represents the optical power associated 
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with the surface separating the kth and (k+ 1 )th optical spaces, and 7: is the reduced 

distance of propagation, tklnk. A system misaligned with respect to a reference OA 

performs the mapping 

(3.2) 

at each refraction or translation, where M is either a refraction or translation operator and e 

represents a ray height and/or ray angle misalignment offset. Equation (3.2) may be cast 

into a matrix product form if we form augmented versions of M, r, and e. The three 

resulting r-vector elements are equivalent to "homogeneous coordinates" used in the 

computer graphics community for rotations and translations (Watt, 1992; Foley, 1982). 

Writing out the full 3 x 3 matrix yields the equation 

[
Yk+1 J [A B EJ[Yk J 
m~+1 = ~ ~ ~ ~k • 

(3.3) 

An ABCDEF matrix can be formed for a diffraction grating if the grating equation is 

linearized by assuming small angles of incidence and diffraction. A grating surface then 

acts purely as a ray-angle m offset, without altering the ray's height y. Beginning with the 

paraxial grating equation 

f3 = mA/er+ a, (3.4) 

we are ready to form the grating matrix 

[

1 0 0 J 
Mg = 0 1 mA/er. 

o 0 1 

(3.5) 

The matrix given in Eq. (3.5) is next incorporated into a description of the optical system 

shown in Fig. 3.3. Propagation from the entrance pupil plane to the aperture stop is 

described by 

[~}[~ ! m ! ~uH ! H7 ! m 1 HH (3.6) 
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where propagation is assumed to take place in a medium of n = 1 and the collimator has 

been treated as a thin lens. The distance from the collimator to the entrance pupil is denoted 

by t1. Performing the algebra and noting that (t2 + t3) and t1 are conjugate distances, we 

find that 
mA. 

y=- Ma t3 ' (3.7) 

where M is the magnification of the entrance pupil at the aperture stop plane. The ray 

height y is the transverse displacement of the pupil relative to the ~A. Equation (3.7) 

expresses the pupil dispersion in terms of grating parameters and the separation of the 

2 Figure 3.6. Pupil 
dispersion. If the aperture 
stop is not in a plane 
conjugate to the dispersive 

1 surface, either the entrance 
'5 or exit pupils will undergo 
al dispersion. The case in this c: 

+ 
'0.. figure assumes that t3 = RAs 
:::I in Eq. (3.8) and the axes are a. 0 
<1> in units of pupil radius, 0 
c 

REP' ~ -c w 
-1 

-2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-2 -1 0 1 2 
Entrance Pupil Radii 

aperture stop from the grating, t3' 

A related interesting quantity is the ratio of the transverse displacement y to the 

entrance pupil radius REP' given by 

y _ ( m A. t3)( M J _ m A. t3 
REP - - Ma R

AS 
-----;;- R

AS 
' 

(3.8) 
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where RAS is the aperture stop radius. In terms of the parameters of the simulated system 

shown in Fig. 3.3 (m = 2, Il = 5f,1m, (j = 20J.lm, t3 = 30mm, RAS = 25mm), this ratio may 

be as high as 0.6. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates the pupil dispersion phenomenon for multiple gratings. In 

that Figure, the grating-aperture-stop separation t3 = RAS • The entrance pupil shifts are 

plotted relative to the entrance pupil radius, as derived in Eq. (3.8). The center circle is the 

nominal pupil. The cross-hairs indicate the OA. The surrounding shaded halo corresponds 

to the three sets of diffraction orders as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The innermost (lightest 

gray) band corresponds to the projections marked "1," the middle (intermediate gray) band 

corresponds to the projections marked "-.,[3," and the outer (darkest gray) band 

corresponds to the projections marked "2." 

The important radiometric conclusion is that in order to avoid reducing the system 

throughput, the numerical aperture of the objective lens must encompass the entire 

dispersed set of pupils, out to the longest wavelength and the highest order. This is 

especially important since high-order projections are particularly valuable to the 

reconstruction effort and the diffraction efficiency associated with those projections is likely 

to be low at the outset. Recall the "missing-cone" discussion in Chapter Two. 

Finally, the multiplicity of entrance pupils caused by dispersion suggests the 

notion of multiple imaging systems functioning in parallel. Each imaging system has an 

associated transmittance, determined by such factors as the filling of the respective entrance 

pupil and the associated diffraction efficiencies. Finally, the output of each imaging system 

is one of the projections shown in Fig. 3.4. We will use the term transmittance in 

association with each projection and understand this term to include the effects of vignetting 

and the diffraction efficiencies involved in the path(s) through the imaging system 

corresponding to that projection. 
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The discussion in this section concludes our treatment of optical and radiometric 

design considerations. Next, we will turn our attention to questions regarding the 

formation of images based on the LUTs calculated by Zemax for a particular optical system 

configuration. 

Voxels' Representation 

The representation of voxels is an example of a compromise between the degree of 

realism embodied in our simulations and constraints imposed by our computing resources. 

Ideally, we want to model our imager as a continuous-to-discrete system. Unfortunately, 

this is impractical because we are performing the modeling on a digital (and serial!) 

computer. Imaging a multitude of point sources closely spaced in x y A-space from the FS 

to the focal plane is outside the scope of our patience. Increasing the spacing between the 

point sources in order to reduce the computation time leads to grainy, pointillist images. 

Instead, we chose to represent voxels as stacks of spectral platelets (Fig. 3.7). 

Each voxel was nominally composed of five platelets and the voxel's photon flux was 

evenly distributed among the quintet. This approach is superior to a pointillist 

representation which inherently requires a large number of point sources if the image is not 

to appear grainy. The use of platelets results in a smoother image (see Fig. 3.4) and also 

entails a reduction in computation time. Instead of literally building the image up a point at 

a time, by using platelets we build up the image from spatially finite blocks. The area of 

the platelets is determined by the spatial resolution of the phantom or the spatial cross

section of the calibration voxels. 

Platelets can also be warped to account for any distortion encountered in the 

imaging system. Each platelet is properly magnified, warped, and aligned with the detector 

element grid prior to being added to the forming image. 
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Figure 3.7. Voxels represented as stacks of spectral 
platelets. 

The imaging of platelets from the FS to the focal plane is accomplished via the 

polynomial warping algorithm (Research Systems, 1993) 

g(x',y') = f(x,y) = f[a(x',y'),b(x',y')] , (3.9) 

where g ( .) symbolizes the warped image and f ( . ) represents the distribution of signal in 

the FS plane. The image signal at (x', y') is equal to the FS signal at (x, y). The two pairs 

of coordinates are related through 
N N 

a(x',y') = L I,l~.j x'i y'; and 
;=0 j=O 

N N 
b(x',y') = L LQ;,j x'i y';. 

;=0 j=O 

(3.10) 

Superscripts indicate exponents. The coefficients P and Q are drawn from two matrices 

which describe the mapping. We used Eq. (3.10) with N = 1 to account for distortion as 

well as minification. An additional advantage of the algorithm is its compatibility with the 

format of the LUTs forming the description of the imaging system. 

The detailed platelet imaging procedure is as follows. Zemax's output consists of a 

set of FS coordinate pairs (x, y) distributed over a hexagonal grid and corresponding focal 

plane coordinates (x', y'). Given an arbitrary FS location contained within the grid, nearest 

neighbors on the hexagonal grid are found (Figure 3.5). The coordinates of these 

neighbors, both in object and image space, are subsequently used to determine the 2 x 2 P 
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and Q matrices used in Eq. (3.10). These matrices are obtained via a pseudoinverse 

operation on a matrix of nearest-neighbor-coordinate products (Hall, 1979). The final step 

involves using the elements of P and Q in Eqs. (3.9-10) to warp the platelet's FS plane 

representation. 

At this point, the point-spread-function LUT becomes significant. Before being 

added to the forming image, the warped platelet can be convolved with the local point

spread-function. The orientation and dimensions of the point-spread-function are 

determined by the polar coordinates at which the warped platelet is to be added in the focal 

plane. 

Convolution 

In addition to the point-to-point mapping LUT, Zemax also generates a table of 

point-spread-function parameters as a function of radius r' in the focal plane. Two 

simplifying assumptions are made here. First, we assume that the system is rotationally 

symmetric. Second, we approximate the actual point-spread functions as bivariate normal 

distributions with a radial and tangential rms width. Zemax forms a LUT which lists the 

spot-size standard deviations (j r and (j 8 calculated from the focal plane coordinates of 103 

rays launched uniformly randomly at the entrance pupil. Based on this data, Zemax 

calculates the mean radial distance f'. Finally, the radial coordinate of the chief ray P' 

( = f' + 0 r') is obtained. 

A point-spread function is recreated in XProgram2 by starting with a square image 

of a rotationally-symmetric Gaussian blur. Depending on the radial location at which the 

warped platelet is to be added to the image being generated, the appropriate point-spread

function parameters are extracted from the LUT. Based on the radial and tangential widths, 

the standard, rotationally-symmetric blur is warped by stretching it in one direction and 
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shrinking it in the orthogonal direction. Next, the warped blur is rotated and aligned with 

the azimuthal coordinate of the platelet's image. 

We assume that the imaging system is shift-invariant over the extent of the platelet's 

warped image at the focal plane. This image can therefore be convolved with the warped 

blur and the result is added to the forming system or calibration image. An example blurred 

calibration image is shown in Fig. 3.2. Observe that the spot size varies noticeably over 

the extent of the image. 

Reconstruction Tools 

Whether the imaging spectrometer output is simulated or collected experimentally, 

two forms of processing need to take place. First, calibration images (such as Fig. 3.2) 

have to be converted into the linear operator H which describes the imaging action of the 

spectrometer. Second, given H, we wish to find the object f most compatible with the 

simulated or measured system image g. A simulated system image is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

XPrograml: Conversion of Calibration Images to the H matrix 

Given a set of images representing the system response to voxel sources in x y II.. 

space, we need to construct the H matrix. First, an index is required which identifies all 

the detector elements participating in the measurements. Such an index is formed by 

summing all the calibration images. The result has the appearance of Fig. 1.3. The index 

of participating detector elements is formed by recording which detectors were 

encompassed by the gray regions in the Figure. Later, when columns of H are formed and 

when we convert a system image to the vector g, only the detectors included in the index 

will be polled for their output. The remaining part of the array is not used. 
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Figure 3.8. XPrograml user interface. The function of this program is to form the H 
matrix from a set of calibration images. Additional tasks are the computation and display 
of HtH . 

Primary Function 

The formation of H begins with the user choosing which system configuration is to 

be analyzed. Each option listed in the "H MATRIX GENERATION" slider list (Fig. 3.8) 

corresponds to a set of filenames and parameters uniquely related to a different imaging 

system (see Fig. 3.1). System data include the index of participating detectors and the 
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generic part of the calibration-image filenames. The "Cut-off Threshold" causes detector 

elements with outputs below the threshold to report a signal level of zero. 

"Generate" enables the formation of H from the calibration images. Progress is 

reported in the IDL parent window. Once completed, the user is prompted for a filename 

entry and the matrix is stored and compressed. 

XPrograml actually forms HT. Each calibration image forms a row of HT. A 

quick glance at Figs. 3.2 and 1.3 will convince the reader that out of the participating 

detectors, very few actually report a non-zero output for each calibration image. In order to 

conserve our storage resources, we take full, unashamed advantage of the sparse nature of 

each row and therefore of the full matrix HT. The storage scheme which allows us to do 

this is known as row-indexed storage and is described in detail in Numerical Recipes 

(Press, 1992). 

Secondary Functions 

XPrograml may also be used to form HtH. Since all elements of H are real, the 

complex-conjugate transpose Ht = HT. Although at present the usefulness of this product 

may be unclear, it will be displayed later in the Chapter. Since the matrix HT exists only in 

encoded form, appropriate matrix-multiplication methods must be used. In this case we 

have again relied on Press (1992) but did introduce modifications aimed at adapting the 

Numerical Recipes techniques to rectangular matrices. The result, HtH, is also stored in 

the row-indexed mode. 

The multiplication process begins by entering the H filename (under "Matrix Input 

Filename," example: experimenC 11 by11). Once calculated, HtH may be decoded and 

viewed in the slider window which permits us to examine parts of the entire matrix treated 

as an image. 
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By now, we have discussed the simulation of image data by means of XProgram2. 

We have also outlined the essential details of forming the H matrix from either simulated or 

experimental calibration images. The description of an imaging spectrometer by means of 

the matrix H and the acquisition of a system image, g, provide the minimum number of 

elements needed to attempt a reconstruction. We are now ready to describe the software 

dedicated to the reconstruction task. 

XProgram3: Reconstruction Utility 

Given the terra incognita nature of simultaneously reconstructing spatial and 

spectral data, we thought it prudent to incorporate several reconstruction algorithms into 

XProgram3. The user should have the capability to try out different reconstruction 

methods or combinations of methods if desired. Algorithm parameters (e.g. regularization, 

constraint weighting, learning rates, etc.) were also made adjustable to allow for algorithm 

evolution during reconstruction. Results had to be easy to examine as spectral images or 

spectra-at-a-pixel (see Fig. 1.5). Finally, the ability to recover from an unsatisfactory 

reconstruction branch by saving the starting point was also deemed critical. 

Out of the three programs discussed in this Chapter, XProgram3 is the most open

ended. Additional reconstruction techniques may be easily added. Existing and new 

reconstruction methods may be enhanced by adding constraints which have not been 

incorporated thus far. Also, the means of judging reconstruction success can and should 

be advanced beyond the simple options that are currently available. 

General Operation 

The two components of Eq. (2.26) accessible to us are the matrix H and the system 

image g. The H matrix file is loaded first by choosing a system from the "R Files" slider 
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list (see Fig. 3.9). This file also contains the index of participating detectors, whose 

formation we have described in the XPrograml discussion. Next, a simulated (.sim) or an 

experimental (.exp) system image is loaded. Only the outputs of pruticipating detector 

elements are polled in the system image. The selection of detectors is based on the index 

and the result is the measurement data vector g. 

Figure 3.9. The XProgram3 user interface. A number of reconstruction techniques are 
combined with three schemes for evaluation of results. 

At this point, the user is faced with a myriad of possibilities. An initial guess i(O) is 

generated via backprojection, HT g, or a user-supplied estimate, such as i(O) = constant, is 

loaded. Reconstruction may then proceed by means of the Landweber algorithm, the 

additive Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithm, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm or 

some mix of any of the above. The first two reconstruction techniques are additive and the 

third algorithm is multiplicative. In all three cases, the corrections are applied en masse 

after each iteration instead of incorporating the adjustment to each voxel immediately after it 

is calculated. 
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The user has control over parameters which govern the course and extent of the 

reconstruction. After a user-selected number of iterations, the process may be concluded in 

a number of ways. The user can save the final estimate, examine the current estimate or the 

resume reconstruction. 

The remaining discussion of XProgram3 is dedicated to the description of the three 

algorithms. 

Landweber Algorithm 

Our reconstruction effort begins with determining the minimizer f of the energy 

function 

E(f) =11 Hf-gr· (3.11) 

The brackets 11.11 indicate the 12-norm also known as the Euclidean norm given by 

IIxll = (L;J Xj nl/2. 
The quantity inside the brackets in Eq. (3.11) is called the residual vector. In the case of 

the imaging spectrometer, it is highly unlikely that there exists a discrete object f which can 

exactly recreate the data g after being mapped through the imaging system. Consequently, 

the object cube estimate which minimizes Eq. (3.11) will provide us with a least squares 

solution of the inverse problem. 

Next, consider the significance of the rank of H. The rank R equals the number of 

independent rows or columns of H. Another property is that R:::; min (M,N) . If the 

M x N matrix H is not full rank (R < min (M,N)), the solution minimizing Eq. (3.11) 

will not be unique. This multiplicity of solutions is a result of a null space 

N (H) = {f E 3a. N : H f = o} associated with H. The symbol 3a. denotes a class of real 

vectors of the dimension specified by the superscript. Essentially, the object cube is a 

sum, f = f,neas + fnlll/' where fnul/ E N(H). Also associated with H is its range denoted by 
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R(H) = {g E l\M : g= Hf for some f E 3S,N}. A common means of obtaining a unique 

solution is to require that the estimate's norm be equal to some pre-determined constant, p. 

The minimization problem defined by Eq. (3.11) changes in response to this new 

constraint. We now wish to minimize E(f) subject to II f II = p. These two objectives are 

combined by means of a sum, 

E(f) = !IHf - gl12 +1]21IfI12. (3.12) 

A vector f minimizes 

(3.13) 

if and only if it is a solution of (Ben-Israel, 1974) 

(L:IH;Hj)r = L:IH;gj' (3.14) 

Note that Eq. (3.12) is a special case ofEq. (3.13). We modify Eq. (3.14) accordingly by 

substituting the appropriate values for K (2), the matrices H j (HI = H, H2 = 1]IN ), and the 

vectors gj (gl = g, g2 = 0). This step yields 

(HtH + 1]21)f = Htg (3.15) 

which has the unique solution 

(3.16) 

The vector g may be rewritten as the sum 

g=Hu+v where uER(Ht),VEN(Ht). (3.17) 

In formulating Eq. (3.17), we have taken advantage of the relation N(Ht) = R(H)J.. The 

symbol .1 indicates that vectors belonging to R(H)J. are orthogonal to vectors belonging 

to R(H). If we replace gin Eq. (3.16) with Eq. (3.17), then we find that 

(3.18) 

The eigenvectors of HtH corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues form an orthonormal 

basis of R(Ht). The defining expression states that 
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The N x 1 vector component u in Eq. (3.17) may be expanded in terms of the above 

eigenvectors as 

(3.19) 

where R is equal to the rank ofH. If we now return to Eq. (3.18) and use the orthonormal 

basis representation of u, then we will find that 

f _ ~R Ilkak 
1]2 - "",",k=l (Ilk + 1]2) Uk' 

(3.20) 

The Euclidean norm of the object cube estimate given by Eq. (3.20) can be shown to be a 

monotonically decreasing function of the parameter 1J2, given by 

Ilf" ~= L:.t'~l1' )' la, I'· (3.21) 

Note that if the norm of the object cube estimate is to equal some constant p, that constraint 

uniquely fixes a value of 1J2 (Ben-Israel, 1974). 

The development entailed in Eqs. (3.12-21) brings us to a proverbial fork in the 

road. The two options concern the parameter 1]2. The first choice is to let it approach 

zero. The result is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (Penrose, 1954, 1955), denoted by 

H+. This pseudoinverse yields the best approximate solution of the equation g = Hf. The 

best approximate solution fMP is characterized by the following two statements, 

II HfMP - gil ~IIHf-gll for all f (3.22) 

and 

(3.23) 

Equality in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) is only achieved if f = fMP' Finally, the best 

approximate solution as defined by the two above conditions is unique. 

The second choice is to keep 1]2 finite. As such, 1J2 serves as a regularization 

parameter (see Fig. 3.10). Although the eigenvalues Ilk may be non-zero up to k = R, 
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some of them may nonetheless be quite small. The regularization parameter can help in 

controlling the amplification of noise in the reconstruction. This amplification is caused by 

unreliable recovery of the object cube components described by eigenvectors corresponding 

to the smallest eigenvalues. The choice of the regularization parameter value is ultimately 

determined by the amount of noise in the data and the properties of H. The GUI associated 

with the Landweber algorithm shown in Fig. 3.10 therefore allows for user entry of 1J2• 

The pseudoinverse given by Eq. (3.16) is known as the Tikhonov regularized 

pseudoinverse. 

Figure 3.10. The Landweber algorithm user interface. The only two parameters 
available for control by the user are the "Regularization", 1J2 , and "Epsilon", e, which 
detemiines convergence properties. Convergence is judged based on the Euclidean norm 
of the residual vector (Eq. 3.11). 

The direct computation of the inverse in Eq. (3.16) is likely to be impractical due to 

the large size of HtH. For example, in the case of the 11 x 11 x 20 object cube, HtH is a 

2420 x 2420 matrix. Since we are ultimately interested in greater spatial and spectral 

resolution, the dimensions of the object cube and thus HtH are likely to increase. This 

increase calls for an iterative technique for obtaining the pseudoinverse if the necessary 

computational resources are to be reduced. 



Now, to obtain an iterative scheme we follow (Barrett, 1991). If we define 

a = (1-112)1 - HtH, 

we can go on to show that 
00 

H~2 = 2,an Ht . 
n=O 
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(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The symbol H~2 is meant to serve as a reminder of the relation between the Moore-Penrose 

and Tikhonov pseudoinverses. The latter converges to the former with decreasing 112. An 

iterative rule for obtaining f may now be obtained directly from Eq. (3.25). With Htg as 

the initial guess, 

(3.26) 

where k indicates the iteration number or equivalently the number of terms in the series 

notation of H+ with which we have approximated the matrix. The use of the Neumann 

series (Stewart, 1973) in Eq. (3.25) requires that a's eigenvalue magnitudes be less than 

unity. This may require us to multiply H and g by an appropriate constant which we refer 

to as "Epsilon" (see Fig. 3.10) or the "Learning Rate." Note that when the bracketed term 

reaches zero, no further changes to the estimate will take place. The algorithm of Eq. 

(3.26) stabilizes at the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse result if 112 -7 O. 

The iterative algorithm (3.26) lends itself well to the introduction of constraints 

which express our prior knowledge regarding the object cube. We have taken advantage of 

only the positivity constraint (1n(k);:: 0, for all n) but other possibilities such as 

boundedness (J,~k) < B) may be also applicable. 

Finally, a word about the assumed noise characteristics. The least squares solution 

as discussed so far assumes a signal-independent noise dominating the measurements g. 

This means that all elements gm have the same variance. We deviate from this assumption 

in the next two sections where quantum noise is assumed dominant. 
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

We incorporated two techniques based on the ML principle into XProgram3. The 

first is based on a series second-order approximation and is additive in nature. The second 

ML technique, Expectation-Maximization, is multiplicative and involves no 

approximations. 

The premise that the data which occurred had the highest probability of occurring is 

the maximum likelihood principle (Frieden, 1991). Under optimal circumstances, the 

imaging spectrometer's focal plane array will be background-noise limited. This implies 

that Poisson noise dominates the collected data. We start with a Poisson likelihood law 
M (Hf)g", 

Pr(glf) = II e-(Hf)", " (3.27) 
m=l gm· 

where we have assumed that all M elements of g are independent. This assumption results 

in a product of individual probabilities. The maximum likelihood estimate of f is that 

which maximizes Eq. (3.27) given a set of measurements g. In short, 

pr(gli) = maximum atf = fML • (3.28) 

Since the natural logarithm is a monotonically increasing function of its argument, we apply 

it to Eq. (3.27) to convert the product to a sum. Maximizing the log likelihood will be 

equivalent to maximizing Eq. (3.27). The log likelihood law is then 

In Pr(glf) = L:=J-(Hf)m + gm In (Hf)m -lngll/!]. (3.29) 

We expand the second term in Eq. (3.29) and write 

In(Hi). =1+++ (Hi);m-
gm ]}= 

[ 
(Hi) - gm] = Ingm + In 1 + m • 

gll/ 

(3.30) 
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If we make the assumption that the difference in the numerator is much less than the 

denominator, the second natural log may be replaced by its series representation, 

specifically the first two terms. Equation (3.30) becomes 

[( ") ] [( ") ]2 " Hf -gill Hf -gill 
In(HfL := In gill + III _.!. III • 

gill 2 gill 
(3.31) 

Now, if we alter our perspective and strive to minimize the negative of the likelihood law, 

we can place Eq. (3.31) in Eq. (3.29), and ignore all terms independent of f. The criterion 

stated in Eq. (3.28) will be satisfied if 

EML = f [(Hi). -g.]' = min. 

111=1 gill 
(3.32) 

By satisfying Eq. (3.32) we arrive at a weighted least squares solution. Each weight is 

related to the variance at the mth detector in accordance with our assumption of Poisson 

noise dominating the data. Thus, the reconstruction is dominated by elements of g with the 

least variance. 

Two approaches can now be taken. One approach involves "on-line" 

reconstruction. This means that the ith element of f is adjusted to decrease EML , forming 

f', and then f' is used in Eq. (3.32) to determine the adjustment to h+1. This sequence 

continues until the entire object has been traversed. The second approach involves forming 

a vector of adjustments and applying these simultaneously to i following an iteration. We 

implement the second idea via the method of steepest descent 

!,
(k+1) = !,(k) _ a (}EML 

II II c-() . 
1,1 

(3.33) 

Evaluating the partial derivative in Eq. (3.33), we find that 

!,
(k+1) = !,(k) _ e ~ M H 2 (L:=1 Hlllnh - gill ) 

n II ",",111=1 11111 
gill 

(3.34) 
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The sum's coefficient, e, is the "Epsilon" in Fig. 3.11. This is similar to the Landweber 

algorithm discussed earlier. The learning rate is critical to dete'rmining convergence 

properties. 

Figure 3.11. The additive Maximum Likelihood reconstruction method user interface. 
The "Epsilon" and "Linear Weight" are parameters under the user's control. The "Initial 
Guess File" box is shared by all reconstruction algorithms if an initial guess other than 
Ht g is desired. 

Also note that the maximum likelihood tends toward exactly fitting the collected 

data which includes noise. As a consequence, the object estimate tends to develop 

unwanted high frequency features which we may not expect to find in the real object. 

There is a further complication associated with spectral imaging. Unlike a biological signal 

distribution, the spatio-spectral object cube may indeed consist of sharp transitions, 

especially along the spectral dimension. The introduction of such features due to 

reconstruction artifacts poses a serious problem to tasks such as chemical identification. 

Adding terms to the energy function [Eq. (3.32)] which express our a priori 

knowledge may remedy the situation. For instance, we can anticipate that the object is 

most likely constant; this being equivalent to a smoothness constraint. The constraints can 

also be different along different dimensions. The spatial variation within the object cube 
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may indeed be smooth but the spectral signal might be better approximated by a linear or 

quadratic function (Press, 1992). For example, the choice could be based on some 

expected background-temperature blackbody curve. Finally, the positivity constraint is one 

which needs to be imposed in the case of additive reconstruction algorithms. We have 

implemented it simply by clipping negative values in f to zero after each iteration. 

Expectation-Maximization 

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is an example of multiplicative 

reconstruction techniques. Its derivation is based on all the same assumptions as the 

additive Maximum Likelihood technique. We again assume independent measurement 

vector g elements and a Poisson likelihood law. The natural logarithm is applied to the 

likelihood law. However, we then explicitly form a derivative ofthe bracketed term in Eq. 

(3.29) instead of making the approximation in Eq. (3.31). This gives us the likelihood 

equation 

(3.35) 

The result is a set of coupled equations 

1 ~H ~=1 
~M £.J mn (Hf) , 
£.Jm'=l Hm'n m=l m 

(3.36) 

which can be turned into the iterative formulation (Shepp and Vardi, 1982) 

J,"(k) M 

J,"(k+l) - n ~ H gm 
n - ~M'_lHm'n ~ mn (m(k)) 

£.Jm - m 

(3.37) 

The algorithm stops when the quotients in the summands go to unity and therefore f = fML • 

No positivity constraint is needed since, given a non-negative initial guess, the 

multiplicative nature ofEq. (3.37) guarantees that all further estimates will be greater than 

zero. However, a variety of other constraints may be imposed which express our 

expectations about the object cube [example: Gibbs priors (Hebert, 1989)]. 
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Figure 3.12. The Expectation-Maximization user interface. 

The EM scheme was the most satisfactory reconstruction technique that we 

incorporated into XProgram3 (see Fig. 3.12). This assessment is based on the algorithm's 

performance reconstructing our object cubes. The algorithm could be stopped after ten 

iterations and already have formed a good estimate of the phantom. 

Figure 3.13. Spectral image viewer. This feature 
of XProgram3 allows us to examine spectral 
images (Il = constant planes). The sliders are 
present in anticipation of larger format images 
accessible only through a small window at a time. 
The "Wavelength Index" is a generic representation 
of wavelength band. 
Later in the text, we will refer to individual pixels 
within the image at left. These references are based 
on the (0, 0) pixel being located in' the lower left 
comer. 
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Viewing of Reconstruction Results 

Reconstruction results may be viewed in three ways. We can traverse the data cube 

along the spectral direction, examining each spectral image (Fig. 3.13). The spectrum at 

each spatial position within the field stop may be plotted (Fig. 3.14). Finally, a 

comparison between g and Hf(k) may be made. All of these tests are qualitative in nature 

and so far the best quantitative indicator of an algorithm's progress is the decrement in the 

norm of the residual, II Hf(k) - gil. 

1.2 

1.0 

20 

Figure 3.14. Local spectrum viewer. The spectrum at each pixel can be visualized via 
this tool. The horizontal and vertical indices designate x and y coordinates within the 
field stop. The data cube is scaled by its maximum value and plotted on the same ordinate 
scale to allow a meaningful comparison of spectra and images at different location and 
wavelengths, respectively. 

The results may also be saved either in lexicographic order, anticipating further 

reconstruction work, or as a 3D array representing the reconstructed data cube. 
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Noise Considerations 

We have encountered two kinds of noise during our discussion of reconstruction 

techniques. The Landweber algorithm assumes signal-independent noise. The additive 

ML and the EM algorithms are based on our supposition that the measurement data g will 

be dominated by signal-dependent noise. In the case of those two reconstruction 

techniques, the noise is assumed to obey Poisson statistics. 

Noise corrupting the measurement data g will predictably affect the estimate i. 
First, we shall make a couple of assumptions before quantifying this effect. One, there is 

no variability in the object f. This assumption means that we only need to be concerned 

with the statistics of the measurement data g. Two, there exists a linear operator, (!), which 

maps g into the estimate i, i = (!)g. 

The noise in the measurement data can be related to noise in the object estimate by 

means of covariance matrices g and i. The covariance matrix of i is defined as 

Kj =((i-r)(i-rf), (3.38) 

where f = (!)g = (!jHf. The average is taken over all incarnations of the noise vector n, 

( ... ) = J dnp(n) ... (Barrett, 1990). We have also assumed here that the additive noise n 

has a zero mean. Equation (3.38) may next be expanded in terms of the operator f!J and the 

measurement data g. As a result, we get 

K j = ((!)(g - g)(g _ g)t f!Jt) (3.39) 

which can be turned into the final expression, 

K j = (!) ((g - g)(g - g)t)(!)t = (!jK
g 

(!)t. (3.40) 

Equation (3.40) is the sought-after relation between the statistics of the measurement data g 

and the statistics of the object-cube estimate i. We will now use Eq. (3.40) to find 

expressions for the variances associated with elements of i. 
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The first case we consider is that of signal-dependent noise, specifically Poisson 

noise. At high flux levels and in the case of a good focal plane array, quantum noise will 

dominate the measurement data g. Furthermore, we assume that the outputs of all detector 

elements are independent. The covariance matrix, Kg, is diagonal under these 

circumstances and 

Kg = diag(Hf). (3.41) 

The notation used in Eq. (3.41) indicates that the diagonal elements are drawn from the 

vector m. An equivalent way to state Eq. (3.41) is by means of the Kronecker delta, oij' 
We now have an element-by-element description of Kg, 

(Kg)ij = (Hf); o;r (3.42) 

Next, we return to Eq. (3.40) with this description in hand and produce the desired result, 

(Kj );j = Lk'l~k(KgL ~j = Lk ~kl7~(Hf)k' (3.43) 

where k and l range from 1 to M, the number of detectors polled, and i andj are used as 

indices over the N elements of the object cube estimate. The variances of the elements of f 

are given by the diagonal elements in Eq. (3.43), i.e. when i = j. In that case, 

var(J) = (Kj);; = Lkl ~k 1

2
(Hf)k' (3.44) 

From this point on, we begin to specialize Eq. (3.44). First, we examine the case 

of signal-independent noise. This type of noise, for example, may be caused by the pre

amplifier electronics associated with the focal plane array. Equation (3.42) may now be 

rewritten as 

(3.45) 

The variances given by Eq. (3.44) transmogrify into 

var(J) = (Kj);; = (j2Lkl ~k 12. (3.46) 

During the entire discussion thus far, the linear operator (J has remained non

specific. For the next level of specialization, we will choose a particular form of l7 while 

still under the assumption of signal-independent noise. We choose the Moore-Penrose 
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pseudoinverse under the assumption that R = rank (HtH) = N, where N is the matrix's 

dimension. In that case, 

(3.47) 

Note that Eq. (3.45) may be equivalently put as Kg = 0"2 1M, where 1M is an M x M 

identity matrix. If we use Kg in that form combined with Eq. (3.47) in Eq. (3.40), the 

object cube covariance matrix 

(3.48) 

The variances associated with the elements of f are again obtained from the diagonal 

elements in Eq. (3.48). 

Our motivation for the sequence of specializations ofEq. (3.44) leading to the point 

attained above is that Eq. (3.48) describes the extent of noise-propagation analysis 

performed within the scope of this dissertation. Recall that XPrograml can calculate HtH. 

Subsequent determination of HtH 's eigensystem sheds light on the mapping properties of 

H and results in the evaluation of Eq. (3.48). But all this is the stuff of the next two 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION AND SPECTRAL IMAGING 

We have indicated in Chapter Two that we would base our subsequent work on the 

discrete-to-discrete model of the forward problem. In Chapter Three we then introduced 

several reconstruction techniques to be used in the inverse problem. The intention of this 

Chapter is to uncover any fundamental limitations on the effectiveness of these 

reconstruction algorithms. Several such limitations were introduced conceptually in 

Chapter Two. The reader may recall the "missing" cones in frequency space and the 

discrete set of measured projections (Figs. 2.4 and 2.3). In what follows, we will express 

the performance of the imaging spectrometer in more quantitative terms. 

The choice of the discrete-to-discrete model of the forward problem means that the 

mapping from object to image space is described by an operator in the form of a matrix. 

Recall that the dimensions of the operator are based on the number of voxels in the object 

cube, N, and the number of detector elements, M. The mapping properties of a matrix 

operator can be effectively examined by means of singular value decomposition (SVD). 

The results of such analysis are similar to a modulation transfer function (MTF) description 

of a linear, shift-invariant (LSIV) imaging system (Gaskill, 1978). Singular value 

decomposition allows us to express the forward problem in terms of orthonormal vector 

bases and associated scaling factors. 

We begin by reviewing eigenanalysis of an operator. Since eigenanalysis is 

generalized by SVD, we consider the latter next. The Chapter concludes by an example 

application ofSVD to a simulated imaging spectrometer. 
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Eigensystem Analysis 

Eigenanalysis can be applied to linear operators which image from a space to itself. 

Formally, if we denote an N x N linear operator by ell then 

(4.1) 

where Uk is one of the N eigenvectors and Ak is the associated scaling constant or 

eigenvalue. Operation by ell maps an eigenvector onto a scaled version of itself. In the 

case of a Hermitian operator (ellt = ell), the eigenvectors are linearly independent and either 

are or can be made orthonormal. The last remark will prove useful in the next section. 

Singular Value Decomposition 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a generalization of eigenanalysis to any 

M x N matrix. By means of SVD we can analyze operators which map between different 

spaces. The difference between the two spaces may be their dimensionality and/or different 

sets of orthonormal vectors spanning each space. 

The result of SVD is a singular system, denoted by {Uk' V k' Ak }. We can obtain the 

elements of this system by means of eigenanalysis applied to two Hermitian operators, a 

N x N matrix HtH and a M x M matrix HHt (Aarsvold, 1993). 

The eigenvectors {Uk' k = 1, ... ,N} and eigenvalues {Ak , k = 1, ... ,N} of HtH are 

defined by 

ntHUk=AkUk, k=l, ... ,N. (4.3) 

The eigenvalues {Ak} are real and non-negative and can be arranged in descending order as 

A, ;;:: ~ ;;:: ... ;;:: AR > 0; Ak = 0, k> R. The index threshold beyond which eigenvalues are 

zero is the rank R of the matrix operator H, already introduced in Chapter Three. 

By mUltiplying from the left by H on both sides ofEq. (4.3), we take the next step, 

(4.4) 
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From Eq. (4.4), we deduce that {Huk} are eigenvectors of HHt with eigenvalues {Ilk}' 

We can normalize these eigenvectors into the orthonormal basis {v k} by scaling each 

eigenvector, 
1 

vk = JI;HUk • (4.5) 

Note that Eq. (4.5) applies only for k :::;; R. Up to that threshold, the sets {Uk} and {V k} 

are related by Eq. (4.5). The remaining vectors {vk;R<k:::;;M} span the null space 

N(HHt). The formal definition ofthe eigensystem of HHt is the same as given by Eq. 

(4.3) except for a different number of eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs, 

(4.6) 

Within the scope of our work, we are concerned only with computing the N 

eigenvectors {Uk} that span object space, 3l\ N. Our main objective is to determine which 

eigenvectors {Uk}' if any, form N (H). In practice, however, we relax the exact definition 

of rank. This means that eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues below some finite 

threshold are treated as belonging to the null space of H as well. Such information will 

reveal to us what sort of objects f will be irrecoverable from the collected data, g. 

As indicated previously in Eq. (3.19), the orthonormal bases {Uk} and {vk } may 

be used to expand the vectors f and g, respectively. Furthermore, we can expand operator 

matrices in terms of {Uk} and {V k} as well. 

Expansion of the Object and Measurement Vectors 

Object vectors f E 3l\ N and as such can be expanded as linear superpositions of the 

orthonormal vectors {Uk}' The summation is given by 

f= ~N a.u., 
£'j=1 J J 

(4.7) 

where the coefficients {ak } can be found thanks to the orthonormality of {Uk}' Each 

coefficient is given by the inner product, 
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(4.8) 

A similar expansion, although based on a different orthonormal basis, {v k}' may 

be formed for the measurement vector g E 1\ M , 

Once again, the inner product is used to evaluate the summation coefficients, 

f3k=gTVk · 

Expansion of the Various Matrix Operators 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

By using both {Uk} and {v k}' we can obtain expansions of the matrix operators H 

and Ht. The expansions are 

H=""N rx:V.U~=""R rx:v.u~ 
£....ij=I'\j"~j J J £....ij=I'\j'~j J J 

(4.11) 

and 

Ht=""M rx:U.V~=",R rx:u.v~. 
£....ij=I'\j'~j J J £....ij=I'\j'~j J J (4.12) 

The terms v j U ~ are outer products of a M x 1 column vector and a 1 x N row vector. The 

result of each such multiplication is a M x N matrix of rank one. The summation of 

R such independent matrices results in a matrix of rank R. The matrices HtH and HHt 

may be treated similarly, by using either {Uk} or {V k} alone. The expansions are 

H'H= A..u.u. ~ LR t 
j=1 J J J 

(4. 14a) 

and 

HH = /I.·V·V·. t LR
, t 

j=1 J J J 
(4. 14b) 

The expansions in Eqs. (4.11-15) in terms of weighted sums of rank-one matrices are 

commonly referred to a singular value decompositions of the respective matrices. The 

weighting coefficients {-JI:} are known as singular values. 

Finally, we consider the expansion of (HtHt using {Uk}' 

( t )-1 '" Nit H H = £....ij=ITUk Uk' 
k 

(4.15) 
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Equation (4.15) requires that the rank ofH be equal to the number ofvoxels, N. 

In summary, our approach has been to first describe the results of SVD and second 

to arrive at it solely by means of eigenanalysis, which is a special case of SVD, and 

through the construction of the real, square and symmetric matrices HtH and HHt. 

Effect of the Imaging System 

In the previous sections, we have laid the groundwork for determining the effects 

of the spectral imager on the object cube. Both f and g were expressed in terms of 

orthonormal bases appropriate for the spaces to which each vector belongs [Eqs. (4.7) and 

(4.9)]. Then, the matrix operator that describes the system was also expanded in terms of 

the same orthonormal bases [Eq. (4.11)]. 

The expansions off and H are now combined in a noise-free (n = 0) version of the 

imaging equation (2.26). The spectral imager's effect is given by 

g =Hf=~N a.Hu.=~N a. 'I"v .. 
""-'i=1 I I ~i=1 I "\j '~i I 

(4.16) 

Next consider the situation where the rank R of H is less than N. Also note that in practice 

the rank of H may be defined by some appropriate finite threshold. The expansion in Eq. 

(4.7) has to be separated into two terms, 

L R LN f= a.u.+ a.u .. 
i=1 I I i=R+1 I I 

(4.17) 

The fIrst term is the measurement component, fmeas ' and the second is f"I/II' the null vector. 

Equation (4.17) is a specific form of the concept introduced immediately preceding Eq. 

(3.12). The measurement component is so named because it can be measured by the 

imaging system. The null vector, on the other hand, does not contribute to g because it lies 

entirely in N (H) . 
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Direct comparison ofEq. (4.16) to Eq. (4.9) on a term-by-term basis reveals that 

the expansion coefficients of g are related to the expansion coefficients of f through 

multiplication by the corresponding singular values, 

(4.17) 

The matrix product has thus been reduced by SVD to a set of scalar multiplications (Barrett 

et al., 1991). The coefficients {a;} can be obtained in principle and f reconstructed if all 

{ A;} are non-zero. In practice, however, some of the singular values may be either zero or 

very small. If the chosen cut-off singular value is the (R') th largest, then we can solve Eq. 

(4.17) for the measurement components and minimize the norm of the object cube estimate 

by setting the null components to zero. This philosophy is embodied in 
A ~R' /3. A 

f = LJj=l {f; U j = H+g = fMp • (4.18) 

Equation (4.18) is an expansion of the best approximate solution [Moore-Penrose 

pseudoinverse, Eqs. (3.22-23)] in terms of one of the orthonormal bases associated with 

H, {Uk}' The properties of this solution were already discussed in Eqs (3.22) and (3.23). 

Note that by setting all null components to zero, we minimize the norm of the object cube 

estimate. 

The solution described by Eq. (4.18) reflects the fact that certain object components 

cannot be recovered from the data, g, collected by the spectral imager. By using the idea of 

SVD, we can compute the spectrum of singular values and the associated vectors {Uk} and 

chart the appearance of vectors which fall in the measurement and null space of H. Such 

insight can be useful in the evaluation of spectrometer designs. 

An Example 

In order to illustrate the elements of the above discussion, we performed a singular 

value decomposition (SVD) analysis of an imaging system simulated using the tools 
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described in Chapter Three. The optical layout of the imager was that shown in Figure 3.3. 

The dimensions of the object cube were 11 x 11 x 20 voxels. At the focal plane of the 

Figure 4.1. Participating focal plane regions. The shaded regions indicate the groups of 
detector elements whose outputs form the measurement data. The dimensions of the focal 
plane array are 640 x 512 sensors. 

system we placed a 640 x 512 detectors FPA. Detector element size was set at 50 x 50 

J.lm2. The grating constant was set at 15 J.lm. Voxel images were not blurred at the focal 

plane. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the dispersed images on the focal plane. 

Detector elements within the shaded regions participated in the collection of image data. All 

other sensors remained un-utilized. 

All the calibration image data were formed by XProgram2. These images were then 

first transformed into the system matrix H and second into the product HtH, a 

2420 x 2420 matrix. Both tasks were performed by XPrograml. The eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of HtH were found in a two-step procedure. First, the symmetric matrix 
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HtH was reduced by the Householder method to a tri-diagonal form. Second, the 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the tri-diagonal matrix were computed by means of the QL 

algorithm [Press (1992), RSI (1993)]. 

105~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\ 

101~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Singular Value Index (1-2420) 

Figure 4.2. Example singular value spectrum. This spectrum corresponds to a simulated 
instrument described in the text. 

The spectrum of the 2420 singular values is shown in Figure 4.2. The eigenvectors 

{Uk} actually represent 3D objects, each consisting of 11 x 11 x 20 voxels. Figure 4.3 

indicates the center wavelength associated with each layer in the subsequent Figures. 

Figure 4.3. Guide to the eigenvector 
displays. The numbers within each box 
correspond to wavelengths in microns. 
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Figure 4.4. Object-space eigenvectors u l - u6 • These vectors correspond to the six 
highest singular values. The darkest regions are most positive, lightest regions are most 
negative. The first singular vector u l is non-negative. 
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Figure 4.5. Object-space eigenvectors u 7 - U 12 • 
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Figure 4.6. Object-space eigenvectors U 2415 - U 2420 • These six vectors correspond to the 
six least singular values of H. 
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5 display the eigenvectors associated with the twelve (12) largest 

singular values. The numbering nomenclature begins at one, indicating the largest singular 

value, and the increasing index corresponds to decreasing singular values. All vectors are 

shown as "negatives." This means that the darkest regions are the most positive and the 

lightest the most negative. This simple rule of thumb is violated by the vector marked u\ 

which does not contain any negative valued voxels. 

The most apparent trend in the ftrst twelve eigenvectors is the increasing amount of 

structure in each of the spectral layers with decreasing singular value. There are exceptions 

to this trend, such as U 12 • Note, however, that there is no contrast reversal between 

different wavelengths. This behavior may be also interpreted in terms of the ~1l.e

frequency space. The spatial frequency (~,1l) content is tending toward higher 

frequencies. The spectral frequency (.e) content consists of low frequencies and thus the 

contrast in each spectral image changes little as we progress from 475 nm to 760 nm. 

Furthermore, there is little change in the contrast characteristics with decreasing singular 

value. 

The situation changes in a very interesting fashion when we consider the 

eigenvectors corresponding to the six least singular values (Fig. 4.6). The spatial 

frequency content again consists of low frequencies. The trend, however, is reversed 

relative to the high-valued end of the singular value spectrum. The spatial frequency 

content tends toward higher frequencies with increasing singular value. The most 

interesting feature of these images is the variation of contrast with wavelength. A telling 

example of this property is presented by U 2420 • The contrast oscillates between being 

positive and negative with the maximum possible frequency; i.e. it reverses for consecutive 

spectral layers. The eigenvector associated with the least singular value can thus be said to 

contain low spatial frequencies and high spectral frequencies. The least singular value 

implies that this eigenvector is most attenuated in the mapping given by H [see Eq. (4.17)]. 
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Now compare this conclusion to the situation shown in Fig. 2.4. The restricted-view-angle 

nature of the imaging spectrometer imposes two missing cones in frequency space which 

correspond to the null space of H. The frequency-space character of U 2420 places it in the 

volume defined by the missing cones. 

Note the connection which we have established here. The missing-cones concept 

was developed based on a continuous-to-continuous model of the forward problem. All 

the work in this Chapter is based on the discrete-to-discrete model involving only a discrete 

set of projection images. Nevertheless, the intuition gained by considering the continuous

to-continuous model is consistent with the findings based on a simulated discrete-to

discrete model of the imaging spectrometer. This consistency can be used as a design aid. 

System features which reduce the rnlssing cones are also likely to improve the performance 

of a real imaging spectrometer. We implied this conclusion in Chapter Two and the results 

shown in this Chapter strengthen our claim. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS 

The simulation facilities described in Chapter Three represent an idealized, sanitary 

environment for the rapid evaluation of system configurations, effects of noise, and 

reconstruction algorithms. The amount of insight to be gained, however, remains very 

intimately tied to the prior understanding of the problem by the user leading to a form of 

conceptual incest. In order to broaden our understanding, we chose to construct a 

experimental version of the imaging spectrometer. We chose to work in the visible 

spectrum rather than the infrared (IR) as was the case in the simulations. The generation 

and operation of a prototype in the 400 - 800 nm range is by far easier than in the 3 - 5 Jlm 

range. We reasoned that many aspects of the visible prototype could be directly translated 

Re-imaging 
Lens 

CCD Dispersive 
Camera Stage 

1 

Hot mirror 

Collimator 
Lens 

/' 
Field Stop 
in Film Plane 

Objective 
Lens 

Figure 5.1. Layout of the instrument in operational configuration. The lower diagram 
provides a roadmap to the various components. The presence of the camera body allows 
us to easily install lenses of different focal lengths, changing field stop image 
magnification. 
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to infrared equivalents. We concede, however, that issues remain that are unique to the IR 

such as background radiance and pronounced detector-to-detector responsivity non

uniformities. An evaluation of the effects of these IR-specific phenomena remains outside 

the scope of this dissertation. However, the simulation tools created within this research 

can serve as a starting point for just such an effort. 

Target (or phantom, to use a medical expression) generation must also be 

addressed in order to test the performance of an imaging spectrometer. If we agree that 

spectra can be loosely classified as band and line emitters (or absorbers), a color video 

monitor can be a very flexible phantom generator. The phosphors used for red, green, and 

blue are in fact a line emitter, a band emitter, and a band emitter, respectively. The spatial 

radiance distribution may easily be controlled by means of an output buffer on a frame 

grabber. A test target is formed and then displayed on the monitor using one or more of the 

phosphors. An example of an output image collected by a CCD is shown in Figure 5.2. In 

that case, the phantom consisted of a U displayed with the green and an A displayed with 

the red phosphor. Finally, additional versatility is provided by a video test pattern 

generator which can produce targets of diverse spectral content. 

Due to limited resources, both spatial and spectral resolution of our instrument 

remained relatively crude. The largest data cube reconstructed was llxll spatial pixels 

(5.T full angle square field of view) by 20 spectral bands centered on [475, 760] nm in 15 

nm intervals. The major system roadblocks to a higher-spatial-and-spectral-resolution 

spectrometer were, in descending order of significance: limited memory and disk space on 

our workstation, motorized translation of the calibration source implemented only in the 

spectral direction, and deficient calibration source spectral radiance due to off-blaze

wavelength operation. 

Our first objective was to develop a dispersive stage compatible with the CCD 

camera used in the collection of data. Specifically, we had to remain cognizant of the 
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CCD's area, dynamic range, and sensitivity. The solution was to produce transmission 

phase gratings of a low line frequency and phase modulations which would favor the ±1 

orders in terms of diffraction efficiency. The intended effect of this solution was to 

increase system throughput, produce a spatially compact pattern of diffracted images, and 

place most of the image plane irradiance in diffraction orders collected by the CCD. 

I 

Figure 5.2. System image of the VA test target. Note that the dispersed images (i.e. 
object cube projections) are only collected at a discrete set of polar coordinates. 

Grating Production 

Thirteen sinusoidal gratings were produced interferometrically using silver halide 

plates (Agfa-Gevaert 8E75HD-7) with phase modulations resulting in a range of diffraction 

efficiency combinations. Due to the re-imaging lens focal length (28 mm) and FPA size 

(7 x 9 mm), the grating period was set at 14 Ilm. We were aiming at a phase modulation 

resulting in a peak diffraction efficiency in the ±1 orders. Because of process variations, 

however, the manufactured gratings ranged from nearly equal Oth and ±1st diffraction 
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efficiencies to 11° :::: O. The letter 11 symbolizes diffraction efficiency and the superscript 

indicates the diffraction order. 

Diffraction Efficiencies 

Only incomplete control could be exercised over grating properties during the 

production effort. In fact, the only adjustable variable was the shutter speed used to 

determine exposure time. Despite being based on a recipe, the chemical development 

process itself introduced a Pandora's box of variables. Consequently, we chose to produce 

a large number of gratings at different exposure times in order to ensure that a close-to

optimal sequence could be assembled from the set. The gratings were classified by 
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Figure. 5.3. A graphical representation of the produced gratings. The measured 
efficiencies are denoted by plusses. The solid lines represent the theoretical variations of 
efficiency with phase modulation for different orders. The theoretical curves have been 
related to the ±1 diffraction order to remove the effects of order-independent transmission 
losses. 
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illuminating each one with a I" square collimated ReNe laser beam (632.8 nm) at normal 

incidence and measuring the irradiance in the Oth, 1st, and 2nd orders. The finite irradiance 

region provided an estimate of spatially averaged diffraction efficiencies. The resulting 

catalog served as a basis for the selection of an optimal sequence (definition of optimum 

and selection details are coming up in the next section). Figure 5.3 provides a pictorial 

representation of the grating set superimposed on theoretical curves as developed for 

instance in Goodman (1968). The efficiency curves have all been related to the ±1 curve to 

remove effects of an unknown bias transmittance due to the emulsion and substrate. The 

phase modulation for each grating was determined based on the best agreement in a least 

squares sense between the three measured efficiencies and the theoretical diffraction 

efficiency curves. This matching provided: (a) a compact way of describing each grating 

via a phase modulation and (b) given phase modulation, the spectral dependence of 

diffraction efficiencies could now be predicted. Further discussion of the grating 

characterization effort can be found in Appendix A. 

Optimal Grating Combination 

Given a set of thirteen usable gratings, a choice had to be made regarding which 

three-grating combination would best distribute the input spectral irradiance over the focal 

plane array. The optimal distribution minimizes the dynamic range defined by the 

maximum and minimum signal among all dispersed images used in the reconstruction. At 

the very least, we must be sure that the dynamic range of the focal plane array is not 

exceeded. One way to ensure this is to look for a grating sequence which yields the most 

uniform transmittance distribution among all projections. For instance, this uniformity may 

be evaluated via the notion of entropy. The greater the entropy, the less biased is the 

transmittance distribution toward any particular diffracted image. By this line of reasoning, 
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the transmittance distribution characterized by the maximum entropy is the most uniform 

and thus the most desirable. 

The total number of grating combinations is N(N -1) .. . (N - m + 1) where N is 

the number of available gratings and m denotes the number of gratings in series. In the 

case of this work, 1716 (N = 13, m = 3) possible sequences are counted. Given the range 

of phase modulation in the set of gratings, we accounted for only the 0, ±1, and ±2 orders. 

All other efficiencies were determined to be negligible. 

In order to expedite the computation, an algorithm was devised which took as input 

a vector of the form 

(5.2) 

where subscripts indicate a particular grating in order of encounter. The natural logarithm, 

applied on an component basis in Equation (5.2), turned the II 17 associated with each 

path through the dispersive stage into a sum amenable to treatment via matrix 

multiplication. The vector of path transmittances associated with each diffracted image, 1', 

could be obtained by 

1"= C exp (P71) (5.2a) 

where the exponential is again applied on an element basis to the vector result of P 71. The 

matrix P was used to describe all possible order sequences. The output vector of the first 

matrix-vector product was then collapsed via multiplication by a second matrix C to 

account for the fact that different order sequences may map to the same image on the FP A. 

To evaluate the result, the entropy of the vector elements was calculated via 
K 

H == - L 'r; In'r; 
;=1 

(5.3) 

where K was the number of projections on the detector array and the 'r; represented the 

associated transmittances. 
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The 1716 combinations were analyzed taking into account the effects described 

above and a sequence was chosen which produced a maximum entropy distribution of 

irradiance levels. This sequence turned out to consist of gratings of the same phase 

modulation and peak first order diffraction efficiency. We also considered other criteria 

such as minimum relative standard deviation ((i,/f) , maximum total transmittance (L; 1";), 

and minimum center (direct) image transmittance. Sample results are shown in Figures 

5.4a-b. 
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Figure 5.4a. Comparison of projection transmittance variation with radius in the focal 
plane. This Figure shows distributions characterized by maximum entropy and minimum 
relative standard deviation (i,/f. These data sets are based on characterization 
measurements taken at 632.8 nm. 

Each grating sequence is identified by three letters representing the present gratings 

and order-of-encounter. A list relating this notation to measured diffraction efficiencies is 

provided at the end of Appendix A. The maximum entropy collection (gratings: EKN) has 

a 13% higher total transmittance than the minimum relative variance collection (gratings: 
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FLl) while retaining a constant transmittance at each radius. Radius refers to the position 

of the center of a diffracted image with respect to the optical axis. Groups of six 

consecutive Field Stop Image Index values all represent the same radius due to the 

symmetry in the focal plane. 

In contrast to Figure 5.4a, the combinations shown in Figure 5.4b exhibit a very 

drastic azimuthal transmittance variation at each radius. Maximum Total Transmittance 

corresponds to gratings CDM and Minimum Center-image Transmittance corresponds to 
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Figure 5.4b. Comparison of projection transmittance variation with radius in the focal 
plane. Consecutive groups of six indices represent the same radius measured from the 
optical axis. Note the drastic azimuthal variation of transmittance at the same radius. 

gratings eMF. A direct inversion leading from desired irradiance levels to the 

corresponding grating set has not been attempted within the scope of this work. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the imaging performance of the chosen maximum entropy set. 

Note that the center image remains much brighter than its dispersed brethren despite the fact 

that the zeroth order diffraction efficiency for each grating remains low. The high 

irradiance is due to cancellation of high efficiency diffraction vectors leading back to the 

center of the array. 

Several phenomena were left out of this optimization study for simplicity's sake. 

Possibly the most significant fact is that spectral images of the field stop are only registered 

at the Oth order image. Everywhere else dispersion allows only a partial overlap. In other 

words, detectors contained within the center image integrate over the entire bandpass of the 

instrument while those in the remaining field stop images integrate either the entire 

bandpass or a subband. On the one hand, this fact is critical to the reconstruction effort. 

On the other hand, it also means that the equal-transmittance-at-every-projection objective 

must be refined to account for this varying overlap. 

Accurate calculation of the overlap of spectral images is further complicated by the 

imperfect cancellation of diffraction vectors in a sequence of three separate gratings. This 

phenomenon occurs because, barring gross misalignment, the normal incidence condition 

is satisfied only at the first grating. The effect is the same as that which causes slit image 

curvature in slit spectrometers. Schroeder (1987) derives a general grating equation based 

on Fermat's principle. The resulting modification of the grating equation for a transmission 

grating is 

mA. = crcosy(sinfJ - sina) (5.1) 

where a is the angle of incidence measured with respect to the grating normal, fJ is the 

angle of diffraction (same reference), cr is the grating period, and m designates the order of 

diffraction. The angle between an incident ray and the plane whose normal is parallel to the 

grating lines is denoted as r in Equation (5.1). The angle r varies at each grating for all 

orders. 
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Prototype 

Every detector element that is irradiated by the dispersed object cube signal has the 

potential to contribute additional information about the cube. It is therefore to our benefit to 

cover as much of the focal plane array as possible with projection data. 

We did not use more gratings for two reasons: instrument transmittance would 

have suffered and the focal plane array was already well filled with projection data. Any 

additional gratings would have led to projection overlap, causing faster decay in the 

eigenvalue spectrum of H. 
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Figure 5.5. Hot-mirror spectral transmittance. The operating bandwidth of the 
instrument was trimmed to between -410 nm to -750 nm. This was done by means of a 
hot mirror and was motivated by the fact that calibration was being performed by means 
of a grating monochromator. 

The spectral response of the FP A used in this case ranged from 400 to 1100 nm. 

Since the calibration was being done with a grating monochromator, the operating 

bandwidth of the instrument had to be limited to less than one octave (400-800 nm) in order 
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to exclude order sorting filters. Using a hot-mirror filter which transmits visible and 

reflects infrared radiation (see Figure 5.5) is an easy way to accomplish this objective. An 

additional motivation for limiting the system bandwidth to less than one octave is to prevent 

the overlap of projections in the focal plane. 

System Calibration 

It is possible, in principle, to analytically model the output of the spectrometer and 

thus form the mapping matrix H. However, such an approach requires detailed knowledge 

of the optics and associated aberrations, properties of the dispersive elements, and the 

detecting medium. An infrared imaging array, for example, may be plagued by detector-to

detector responsivity non-uniformity. Any effects not accounted for in a theoretical model 

will adversely affect the reconstruction effort leading to an estimate of f. An alternative 

viewpoint states that the system described by a modeled H is a different instrument from 

the one we wish to use. 

If we wish to obtain a more accurate description of the imaging system, the solution 

is to characterize H experimentally. Such an approach already has a direct analog in 

medical applications on a scale much greater than undertaken here (Barrett, 1994). In 

practical terms, the algorithm is as follows. A set of basis functions with which to 

approximate f is chosen (see Chapter Two). Next the response of the instrument is 

measured independently for each basis function and is subsequently used to form a column 

of H. Depending on resources available, we can either record the responses to every 

element of the basis set or just record a subset and interpolate the remainder. 

H needs to be determined only once. Subsequent operation only requires a 

relatively quick inversion of this matrix. Realistically speaking, of course, the instrument 

should be adjusted occasionally to account for changes in its constitution. 
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For a proof-of-concept approach we chose to work with voxels. The spatial extent 

of each voxel was determined by the diameter of the image of a light -guide-fiber face. The 

ends of a plastic, 1 mm diameter fiber were polished using fine grade sandpaper and later a 

plastic lens polishing compound. The spectral dimension was controlled by entrance slit 

width, exit slit width, and linear dispersion of a grating monochromator (Instruments SA 

Figure 5.6. The 
calibration stage 
used to map out the 
transfer function of 
the imaging 
spectrometer. 
Narrow bandwidth 
radiation is provided 
by a monochromator 
via the partially 
visible fiber. The 
fiber's output face is 
then imaged (and 
minified) onto the 
field stop of the 
spectrometer 
(highlighted in 
white). 

HR-320). The resulting voxel dimensions were selected as Llx = ~y =0.5 mm and 

~A = 15 nm. For any given voxel, the calibration stage (Figure 5.6) was used to translate 

the image of the fiber face to the correct (x,y) coordinates within the field stop. The 

monochromator then selected the appropriate center wavelength i in response to 

commands issued from a controller personal computer (PC). The output image was 

recorded by a CCD camera (Pulnix TM-540) and a frame grabber (Data Translation 

DT2851). 
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Figure 5.7. A typical calibration image. H is constructed from precisely this kind of 
data, each image forming one column of the matrix. Note the imperfect diffraction vector 
cancellation leading to triple images of the input voxel at the center and the six 
surrounding diffraction orders. 

Figure 5.7 shows a full, typical calibration image. The characters at lower right in Figure 

5.7 indicate x and y coordinates within the field stop and the center wavelength of the 

voxel. Either the monochromator, the fiber image or both were then translated to the next 
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(x,y,X) and the process repeated until all voxels had been calibrated. The dimensions of 

the voxels were chosen as to prevent excessive overlap. 

The frames grabbed by the DT board were written to a Sun workstation in a file 

sharing arrangement with the hardware controller PC. During acquisition, a program on 

the workstation would detect an incoming file, wait until it was completely written, and 

then transfer it to the appropriate directory and compress the image. 

The response of the system was measured for only a subset of all voxels. Figure 

5.8 shows which spatial positions within the field stop were calibrated at each wavelength. 

The dark rectangles denote the measured positions. The remaining (x, y) locations were 

assigned shifted, interpolated versions of the nearest calibrated voxel' s image. Within the 

center 9 x 9 set of spatial positions, this rule affected eight uncalibrated positions (shown 

in light gray in the Figure) surrounding a measured one. Along the edges of the field, two 

uncalibrated positions (again in light gray) were assigned the same appropriately shifted 

Figure 5.8. Positions of characterized voxels. Only a subset of all spatial voxel positions 
was measured during the experimental formation of H. However, all spectral positions 
were recorded. 

recorded image. Comer data were not assigned to any un-measured positions. This entire 

procedure was based on the assumption that at any given wavelength, the system was 
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spatially locally shift-invariant. Images were shifted based on the algorithm in Equation 

(3.10). 

Before inclusion in H, each voxel image was filtered to remove noise artifacts such 

as isolated noise spikes. We achieved this by means of an erosion-dilation sequence 

(Research Systems, 1993). The voxel's image was first turned in a bit mask, i.e. all non

zero values were set to unity. The 3 x 3 erosion kernel then removed any features smaller 

than itself. In other words, all values within its extent were replaced with the minimum 

encompassed value (0). The result of this first step was then processed via a dilation kernel 

which replaced each value within its extent by the maximum encompassed value (1). The 

dilation step reconstructed the eroded edges of legitimate data. The final product was a bit 

mask by which the voxel image was multiplied pixel by pixel. 

The significance of isolated noise peaks within the set of participating detectors is 

enhanced crosstalk between voxels' system representation or columns of H. These 

columns, were it not for noise peaks, would have a zero scalar product. 

Integration Manifolds 

In Chapter Two, we presented an interpretation of the rows of H. Each row was 

said to correspond to a particular detector element and to describe the set of voxels which 

overlap with that detector's field-of-view inside the object cube (see Fig. 2.5). In other 

words, each row defines the integration manifold associated with a detector element in the 

focal plane. Figure 5.9 shows a collection of these manifolds and the change in their 

orientation within the object cube with increasing dispersion. Figure 5.9.a illustrates the 

integration manifold of a detector element sensing the direct image of the FS. The direct 

image is at the center of Fig. 5.2. The large cross-section of this manifold is a consequence 

of the triple image of the calibration source at the 0° projection (see Figs. 5.7 and 2.1). 

Figures 5.9.b-d show the integration manifolds for increasing diffraction orders and thus 
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progressively higher dispersion. Note that with increasing dispersion comes an increased 

tilt of the integration manifolds. 

x y 

a. b. 

x 
y y 

c. d. 

Figure 5.9. Integration manifolds through the object cube. These plots are based on the 
experimentally derived version of H. The diffraction order m associated with each 
manifold increases along the alphabetical order (a.-d.) from Oth to 3rd. For the 3D 
rendition of a single voxel, see Figure 5.10. 

Figure 5.9.d is based on m = 3 for the grating whose direction of diffraction is 

along the horizontal in Fig. 5.2. Higher orders for this particular grating are not collected 

because they fall outside the extent of the CCD. Figure 5.9.d is therefore illustrative of the 

restriction on maximum tilt imposed by the imaging system. Manifold tilts between this 

maximum and the side-view orientation shown in Fig. 5.9.e are not obtainable. This is the 
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same restriction which was linked to maximum projection angles and missing cones in 

Chapter Two. 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 
y 

Figure 5.9.e. No-missing-cones integration manifold. If it were possible to form 
integrations along manifolds such as the one shown in this Figure, missing cones in 
frequency space could be eliminated. 

As an aid to interpreting Fig. 5.9, the rendition of a single voxel is shown in Fig. 

5.10. 

x y 

Figure 5.10. Three-dimensional rendition of a single voxel. This Figure serves as a 
reference for Figure 5.9. 

Camera Non-linearity 

Many cameras which operate in the visible spectrum have the option of "gamma 

correction" resulting in the output video voltage being related to input irradiance via 
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v"111 = KEY. In the case of the Pulnix CCD camera, r may be set to values [0.45, 1]. This 

parameter is supposed to compensate for the non-linear transfer function of a display video 

monitor. As a result, the spatial radiance distribution of the image displayed is linearly 

proportional to that of the imaged scene. Any value of r other than unity results in a non-

linear camera response. For our purposes, the video output is not being sent to a TV 

monitor but rather to a frame grabber. Consequently this non-linearity must be eliminated 

since one of the tenets of our approach is that the instrument is linear. In principle, r 

could be set to one. However, we opted for a setting which compressed the output 

dynamic range. Then we measured the camera transfer function directly. Any data 

collected later had to be corrected by using the inverse of this transfer function (via a LUT) 

before being used in reconstruction algorithms. 

The required LUTs were produced by displaying a grayscale bar pattern on the TV 

monitor. The pattern was then imaged with the Pulnix camera resulting in a staircase 

image. A second set of measurements was collected using a radiometer at each gray bar. 

The Pulnix camera exhibits a non-linearity due to the r correction. The radiometer's 

reading, on the other hand, is linearly proportional to its irradiance. We assumed that the 

spectral signature of the exitance from each gray level differed only through a spectrally 

independent constant. Because of this assumption, the spectral responsivities of each 

sensor can be totally unrelated. The essential feature is the linearity of the radiometer as the 

reference. Now, given its output and the output of the CCD camera, a look-up table could 

be formulated which re-established a linear camera input-output relationship. 

Target Generator 

A TV color monitor (Sony PVM 1341) is a very flexible target generator. A spatial 

pattern can easily be produced and fed into the output buffer on the frame grabber. This 
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image is displayed on the monitor using either the red, green or blue phosphor or a 

combination thereof. Since each of the primary phosphors composing the screen has a 

different spectral energy distribution (SED) we can easily obtain a range of target data 

cubes. The fact that the blue and green phosphors are band emitters while the red is a line 

emitter makes the TV monitor versatile (Benson, 1992). Finally, a monitor may be 

combined with a TV color pattern generator (Philips PM 5515) to display standardized 

spatial patterns of spectral complexity beyond that possible with targets produced by the 

frame grabber. 

Monochromator Calibration 

In order to evaluate the spectral reconstruction performance of the experimental 

imaging spectrometer, an accurate knowledge of the phosphor spectral emissions is 

needed. The grating monochromator with which the phosphors are characterized has its 

own spectral transmittance. This effect must be removed from the monochromator output 

before the data can be used as a true spectrum to which the IS reconstructed data are 

compared. 

We calibrated the monochromator using a blackbody source at 1263 K. The 

instrument's output was related to a calculated input based on Planck's law integrated over 

10 nm wide bands centered on the calibrated wavelengths. The resulting transfer function 

was then used to correct the spectral amplitudes derived from phosphor measurements. 

The correction is valid to within a spectrally independent constant. Finally, a plot of the 

relative monochromator transfer function is to be found in Appendix B. 

Reconstruction 

The pseudo-three-dimensional (X,y,A) nature of the object cube poses a new 

challenge for reconstruction algorithms. The conditions which are applicable to (x,y,z) 
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objects may not have a direct analog in the case of the object cube. For example, whereas 

volumes-of-matter may reasonably be assumed to be smooth in all three dimensions, such 

an assumption is not appropriate in the spectral direction. Conversely, spectrally selective 

detector elements provide a form of "depth" discrimination unachievable in aSPECT 

system. 

Figure 5.11. Imaging 
configuration of the 
spectrometer. The 
camera body is 
preceded by an 
objective lens which 
images the target (here 
the letter A displayed on 
the red phosphor) onto 
the field stop mask. 
The spectral radiance of 
the monitor phosphor 
has been separately 
measured, forming a 
control data set to which 
reconstruction results 
can be compared. 

A reconstruction algorithm may be optimized to take full advantage of properties 

unique to the (X,y,A) object cube. For now, however, we chose to abstain from such an 

effort and relied on the EM technique (Barrett, 1993). The positivity constraint was 

unnecessary, because this is a multiplicative reconstruction algorithm. We did not consider 

other constraints or specially selected initial-guess object estimates. 

Recall that the EM algorithm's aim is to maximize the likelihood Pr(g\f). We 

assume that the likelihood is a Poisson distribution (detector output is photon noise limited) 

and that all elements of g are independent. 
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The image of the phantom was collected with the instrument in the configuration 

shown in Figure 5.11. The initial guess at the object was generated via backprojection of 

the measurement vector onto object space 

Figure 5.12. Initial estimate of the 
UA phantom. The images in this 
figure are arranged starting at 475 
nm at upper left and proceed in 15 
nm steps to 760 nm in the lower 
right comer in a raster fashion. 

itO) =HTg. (5.3) 

Figure 5.12 shows the backprojection result. Reconstruction then proceeded along by a 

repeated application of Equation (3.37). Finally, the spectral signatures at each pixel were 

corrected for the effects of system transmittance. We define system transmittance as 

'r = ~:'=I HIII,I 
n , n = 1, ... ,N, (5.4) 

S'I 

where n is the index associated with elements of f and sn is the calibration source signal 

associated with the nth voxel. If 'f= constant the transmittance is irrelevant unless 

absolute radiometry is to be performed with the imaging spectrometer. 

The performance of the algorithm was checked by using the nth voxel's image as g. 

Since this image forms a column in H, f should be of the form [0,0, ... ,0, sri' 0, ... , 0, Or. 
The position of the non-zero element corresponds to the column formed by the said voxel' s 

image. Having confirmed this, we moved on to more ambitious targets. 
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For proof-of-concept purposes, we generated a target consisting of the letter U 

displayed in the green phosphor and the letter A displayed using the red. The image 

recorded on the CCD is shown in Figure 5.2 and was used to form g. Figure 5.13 shows 

the sequence of 20 spectral images which constitute f following 30 iterations with 

Equation (3.37). Convergence was judged based on the incremental decrease in II g - Hi II. 

The spectral separation between the images is 15 nm. The green phosphor is a 

band emitter meaning that it has a smooth spectral radiance. The U therefore becomes 

brighter and fades as we move toward longer wavelengths. The red phosphor on the other 

475 

Figure 5.13. UA phantom. Our 
test target consisted of two 
letters, each displayed on a 
different phosphor (top part of 
figure). The U was shown in 
green and the A in red. 

hand is a line emitter. The two dominant peaks occur at 625 and 700 nm. This explains 

the prominent appearances of the A at these wavelengths. Also noteworthy is the crosstalk 
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Figure 5.14. Reconstructed red and green phosphor spectra. The gray broadstroke curve 
represents the monochromator-measured video monitor output. The width expresses the 
error in the measurements. The solid black lines are the spectra from pixels (3, 3) and (3, 
5) with the origin at lower left (see Figure 3.13). The images associated with each 
phosphor overlapped at these coordinates. 
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Figure 5.15. Reconstructed red phosphor spectrum. A number of pixels in the field of 
view corresponded to parts of the target formed by only one of the phosphors. This 
figure is the red phosphor spectrum at pixel (6, 9) or along the top "bar" of the A pattern. 
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Figure 5.16. Reconstructed green phosphor spectrum. From a spatial point of view, this 
spectrum corresponds to the pixel at (7, 2) or at the bottom of the U target. 
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Figure 5.17. Background spectral signal. The gray-shaded curve represents the variation 
of signal with wavelength at pixel (4,7). The spectrum shown for comparison originates 
at pixel (2,7). See Fig. 3.13 for an interpretation of these coordinate pairs. 
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between spectral images at 655,670, and 745 nm. 

Figures 5.14-16 compare the results along the spectral dimension of the data cube 

with direct measurements of the monitor output by means of a monochromator and 

radiometer (United Detector Technology S370 Optometer). Note that the imaging 

spectrometer proved capable of reconstructing not only band but also line spectra. 

101~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Singular Value Index (1-2420) 

Figure 5.18. The singular value spectrum of H for the experimental setup. 

Figure 5.17 compares a reconstructed spectral profile at a position in the field stop 

common to both the U and the A with the reconstructed spectral signal at an un-illuminated 

FS position. The solid lines in that Figure represent the former spectral profile. The shaded 

curve corresponds to the latter spectral signal. 
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Singular Value Decomposition Analysis of H 

As a step toward a preliminary noise analysis of the imaging spectrometer, we 

calculated the eigensystem of HtH. From these results, the singular value spectrum and 

the basis {Uk} were obtained as outlined in Chapter Four. 

The singular value spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.18. The eigenvectors 

corresponding to singular values from both extremes of this spectrum are again shown as 

tables of spectral images. Figure 5.19 shows the ordering of wavelengths in the tables. 

The lack of exact symmetry in the system image is evident in F£g. 5.2 when 

compared to Fig. 4.1. The fact that the image in Fig. 5.2 is decentered with respect to the 

center of the CCD is one factor. The imperfect cancellation of dispersion due to each of the 

three gratings, apparent through the triple calibration source images in Fig. 5.7, is another. 

The eigenvectors reflect the lack of symmetry, beginning noticeably with Us (Figs. 5.20-

22). 

The appearance of U 2415 - U 2420 is different !han that of the simulated eigenvectors in 

Fig. 4.2. The vectors in Fig. 5.22 are caused by a low-radiance calibration source at 475 

nm and not by the missing cones in frequency space. 

Figure 5.19. Guide to the eigenvector displays. The numbers within each box 
correspond to wavelengths in nanometers. 
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Figure 5.20. Object space eigenvectors u1 - °6 , The darkest regions correspond to the 
maximum vector components and the brightest regions represent the minimum valued 
components. Vector components can be negative, except in the case of u

1 
whose 

components are non-negative. 
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Figure 5.21. Object space eigenvectors u7 - U 12 • The darkest regions correspond to the 
minimum vector components and the brightest regions represent the maximum valued 
components. Vector components can be negative. 
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Figure 5.22. Object space eigenvectors U 2415 - U 2420 • The darkest regions correspond to 
the minimum vector components and the brightest regions represent the maximum valued 
components. Vector components can be negative. The eigenvectors shown in this Figure 
contain structure only at 475 nm. All other spectral images are zero-valued. 
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Noise Analysis 

Calculation of HtH 's eigensystem provides a straightforward means of obtaining 

the inverse (HtHr'Ht if rank{H) = N, the number of voxels in the object cube. We 

found that for the experimental imaging spectrometer, rank{H} = N (see Fig. 5.18). We 

were therefore able to use the computed eigensystem to form (HtHr' according to Eq. 

( 4.15). 

The inverse (HtHr' has two uses. First, an estimate f can be obtained directly 

and without iteration, 

A~:l.':· " 

Figure 5.23. Direct reconstruction of f. The darkest regions correspond to the highest 
voxel values. The images shown in this figure were clipped at zero, i.e. all negative 
voxel values were set to zero. 

(5.5) 

The estimate is similar to that in Fig. 5.13 but is also noisier. Second, recall that the 

inverse (HtHr' is also linearly proportional to the covariance matrix of f in the case of 

signal-independent noise dominating the measurement data, g [see Eq. (3.48)]. 
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Both the estimate f and the variance data are displayed in this section. Figure 5.23 

displays a table of spectral images obtained after reorganizing f into an object cube. There 

is a considerable negative swing in the reconstructed object cube at the shortest wavelength 

(475 nm) within the operating bandwidth. The images shown in Fig. 5.23 have been 

clipped at zero, i.e. all negative voxel values were set to a zero signal. 

Figure 5.24 shown a table of spectral images of a different nature. The signal at 

every voxel is now derived from the vector 

(J = ~r-dia-g-:--( (H-t H-r--:-"l) . (5.6) 

The square-root is applied component-wise. The purpose of Figure 5.24 was to indicate 

pictorially which voxels would be most strongly affected by a signal-independent noise 

present in g. The images in the table are again shown in reverse contrast. Darker regions 

therefore indicate higher standard deviation. According to Fig. 5.24, the most suspect 

reconstructed data occur at 475 nm and 760 nm. The calibration source used to characterize 

H was very weak at both of these wavelengths. Note that the three voxels with the highest 

standard deviations are located at the comers of the 475-nm spectral image. Three of the 

least-singular-value eigenvectors shown in Fig. 5.22 (U2417 , U 2418 , U 2420 ) contain their only 

structure near the same voxels. 

Figure 5.24. The voxel 
standard deviations. This 
set of spectral images was 
compiled from the diagonal 

elements of (HtHt. 
Darker regions indicate 
higher standard deviations. 
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Finally, recall that only a subset of all voxels was characterized. Figure 5.8 shows 

the pattern according to which the calibrated voxels' images were distributed among the un

measured voxels. Note that this same pattern appears very strongly at 475 nm. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

Non-scanning spectral imaging is possible. 

Scanning is a feature of the acquisition of a three-dimensional data set by a lower

dimensional detecting medium. Its elimination has two advantages. First, the spectrometer 

no longer requires moving elements, thereby becoming more rugged. Second, a non

scanning spectrometer can record dynamic events in object space. 

The advent of two-dimensional focal plane arrays and the availability of the 

necessary computing resources allow us to consider indirect forms of imaging. 

Interpretation of imaging spectrometry in computed-tomography terms suggests a system 

design capable of instantaneously acquiring the data needed to recover the sought-after 

(x,y,ll) object cube. 

In Chapter Two, our discussion began with the consideration of three theoretical 

models of the spectral imager. For practical purposes, the discrete-to-discrete model was 

chosen as a basis for work in later chapters. We introduced a convention by which the 

spectral variable could be treated as a pseudo-depth and the (x,y,ll) object as a "cube." 

Next, we introduced the computed-tomography mathematical framework, and specifically 

the x -ray transform. Within this context, we determined the effects of finite FP A size and 

decaying diffraction efficiency with increasing diffraction order. These two effects 

combine to place the computed-tomography imaging spectrometer in the class of limited

view-angle problems. 

A fundamental limitation of the computed-tomography approach is the presence of 

two missing cones in ~1Jf frequency space. We also identified system parameters which 

can be adjusted to reduce the cones. Higher grating frequency, greater diffraction order, 
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and longer collimator focal length (and thus FS minification) can all improve the system 

performance. 

In Chapter Three, we described two sets of software. The purpose of the first set 

was to realistically simulate the performance of an imaging spectrometer configuration. As 

such, this software suite serves as a testbed for the evaluation of future designs. In 

addition to considering the instrumental imaging capabilities, we also studied the 

radiometric properties of the spectrometer. The effect of the dispersive elements on system 

throughput was analyzed by describing each grating by a matrix. The effect of pupil 

dispersion was found to cause the instrument's acceptance angle to be greater than it would 

be in the absence of gratings. 

The second set of software provided a flexible collection of reconstruction tools. 

Several algorithms are currently employed and more can be easily added. 

Singular value decomposition was introduced in Chapter Four. Analysis by SVD 

was intended as an evaluation tool for simulated imaging systems. The results of the 

numerical work in Chapter Four were found to be consistent with the consequences of the 

missing cones described in Chapter Two. 

The most persuasive part of this dissertation is contained in Chapter Five. We have 

built an experimental imaging spectrometer incorporating design ideas based on the 

theoretical analysis. The system matrix was obtained experimentally through a calibration 

procedure described in this Chapter. Such direct characterization assured us an accurate 

system description. The reconstruction results proved very encouraging. We have also 

included a SVD analysis of the experimental imager for future reference. Finally, a 

preliminary noise analysis was described. Voxels which had been calibrated with a 

relatively weak source were found to be most affected by data noise. For now, the analysis 

assumed that the measurement data g were dominated by signal-independent noise. 
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Suggestions for Further Work 

The subject of much of the analysis in this dissertation has been a modest, proof-of

concept imaging spectrometer. The natural trend to be followed from here is toward higher 

spectral and spatial resolution, in the visible as well as the infrared parts of the spectrum. 

While pursuing the objective of higher resolution, we must remain cognizant of the 

missing-cone problem and strive to minimize its effects (see Chapter Two for suggestions). 

The optical design of the spectrometer remains to be optimized. The lens choices, 

for example, in both the simulated and experimental instruments, were made with little 

premeditation. One objective worth pursuing is to better take advantage of the area of the 

focal plane array. Another objective is to design the optics so as to collect high effective 

dispersion projection images without requiring a large format focal plane array. 

The use of multiple gratings represents a convenient choice of dispersing elements. 

Gratings are straightforward to produce and model. However, this does not exclude the 

possibility that other dispersive elements exist which will take better advantage of the focal 

plane array area and reduce reconstruction artifacts. Therefore, there is a clear need for 

work on the dispersive stage. Okamoto (1993), for instance, has proposed Dammann 

gratings (Dammann, 1971) for this application. Another interesting possibility is the 

Schroeder diffuser (Schroeder, 1985). 

The focal plane arrays which we have considered within the scope of this 

dissertation consisted of broadband-sensitive detector elements. Arrays of spectrally 

selective sensors (color CCDs in the visible) are another system variant worth 

investigating. In the infrared, an example of work on multispectral array elements can be 

found in (Kim, 1994). 

The reconstruction process has been kept at an elementary level. Constraints more 

sophisticated than positivity were not used in connection with any of the three available 
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reconstruction algorithms in XProgram3. The EM algorithm has proven to be quite 

effective but it may benefit from the enforcement of well-chosen constraints. For example, 

knowledge of absorption features within the instrument passband can be used as a sort of 

inverse compact support constraint (Mooney, 1993). An example is the CO2 absorption 

line at 4.2 J..1m in the 3-5 J..1m window. A statistical analysis of a multitude of "typical" 

visible or infrared scenery could also prove very useful by establishing the prior law p (f), 

a probability density function describing object space. Knowledge of this function would 

permit us the use of Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) reconstruction techniques (Frieden, 

1991). 

The use of a priori knowledge embodied in constraints on the reconstruction could 

in principle be also extended to the basis functions used in the approximation of the 

continuous object f. For instance, if a small set of chemical spectra is of particular interest, 

the imaging spectrometer can be calibrated in terms of these spectra. The matrix description 

of the instrument certainly does not discourage use of basis functions other than voxels. 

The resulting spectrometer will be much more application-specific but also likely to be more 

effective than a voxel-based instrument. In fact, there is nothing stopping us from having it 

both ways. Matrices representing calibrations of the same instrument in terms of different 

bases could be stored and recalled depending on the application. The collected data g are 

the same regardless of how we choose to approximate f. 

Missing from our discussion thus far is any mention of a quantitative figure-of

merit applied to the reconstruction results. Given the objectives of this dissertation, i.e. 

better understanding of computed-tomography spectral imaging and experimental 

verification, such a measure was not necessary. However, as soon as we begin work on 

improving the system design, a figure-of-merit will need to be developed to guide our 

efforts. The noise analysis presented at the end of Chapters Three and Five may prove 

useful in defining an appropriate figure-of-merit. The effects of signal-dependent noise, 
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such as quantum noise, need also to be examined. This type of noise is more likely to be 

encountered in the case of well-designed focal plane arrays than is signal-independent 

noise. 

Finally, the method of experimentally characterizing H can be used in principle to 

calibrate many more voxels than we have considered in the scope of this work. Similar 

procedures have been implemented in the medical imaging context to characterize on the 

order of 105 voxels (Rogulski, 1993). However, prior to increasing the number of voxels 

within the dimensions of the object cube, the characterization procedure needs to be fully 

automated in x, y, and Il. 
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APPENDIX A 

GRATING PRODUCTION AND EVALUATION 

The motivation to produce our own transmission phase gratings was based on the 

following design criteria: (a) the throughput of the imaging spectrometer had to be 

maximized and thus amplitude gratings were not acceptable, (b) the grating area had to be 

large (2" diam.), and (c) the line frequency was relatively low as far as holographic 

gratings go. The last criterion was dictated by the size of the focal plane array used in the 

prototype and the fact that we wished to record positive as well as negative diffraction 

orders. Given (a-c) and economic constraints, our own production effort was the choice 

option. The assistance of Prof. Ray Kostuk and his students Eugene Campbell and T.J. 

Kim must be acknowledged at this point. Their help in terms of facilities and expertise 

considerably sped up this part of the overall effort and was critical for further 

developments. 

The choice of sinusoidal gratings as dispersive elements grew out of early 

simulation studies. Gratings are straightforward to model and relatively easy to produce. 

However, this does not exclude the option that other dispersive elements can be used more 

effectively in an imaging spectrometer. This determination remains outside the scope of 

this dissertation. 

Grating Production Revisited 

A set of 13 gratings were produced interferometrically using the configuration 

shown in Figure A.l. The 2" diameter of the grating surfaces was dictated primarily by the 

collimated beam diameter and throughput considerations. Due to the setup of the optical 

elements, we had to take advantage of the periodicity of the fringe visibility with 2L where 

L is the laser cavity length. The path difference between the two arms was therefore set to 
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60 cm. The light from the HeNe laser (which was turned on for about 1 hour prior to any 

exposures) was spatially filtered by a combination of a 60x microscope objective and a 5 

flm pinhole. This selection combined with af= 87.6 cm collimator was intended to insure 

minimum irradiance variation across the 2" beam foot-print. This in turn would result in a 

spatially uniform phase modulation across the grating surface. The measured variation was 

on the order of 10%. The direct beam was passed through a neutral density (ND 0.2) filter 

in order to equalize the amplitudes of the beams. The two arms converged at the plate at an 

angle of2°35' leading to a grating period of 14 flm. 

The silver halide plates were purchased from Newport (Agfa-Gevaert 8E75HD-7, 

2.5x2.5xO.6) and prior to exposure were backed by an index matching oil and another 

glass slide, painted flat black on its backside to prevent recording of fringes due to multiple 

Shutter 

-.I. Collimator Lens 

HeNe 632.8 nm 

Figure A.l. The phase gratings used in this project were produced using a setup such as 
roughly illustrated above. The shutter was necessary to accurately control the relatively 
short exposure times necessitated by emulsion sensitivity. The long focal length 
collimator lens was needed in combination with a high divergence microscope objective 
(60x) in order to provide as uniform a beam as possible. Furthermore, the long tube in 
which the collimator was mounted acted as a very effective baffle. The neutral density 
filter equalized the amplitudes in each arm. Advantage was taken of the fact that fringe 
visibility as a function of path difference is periodic in twice the laser cavity length or -60 
cm in this case. 
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reflections interference. The tube on the collimator served as a very effective baffle, 

containing the highly divergent beam emanating from the pinhole. The energy/unit area 

needed for a phase modulation maximizing the flrst order diffraction efficiency necessitated 

the use of a shutter (exposure times ranged between 2-3 sec). After several trial exposures, 

a satisfactory exposure time "opt was identifled and the rest of the gratings' set exposed at 

times at and around "opt. This effort resulted in a set of 13 gratings with phase 

modulations illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Grating Setup Alignment 

Anticipating future efforts similar to that undertaken here, we relate our alignment 

procedure below. 

Components Procedure 

Laser and all mirrors, By tilting the laser and mirror insure that all surface 
beamsplitter normals are parallel to the table. This is best done over a 

long distance since such will amplify deviations. For 
example, use both mirror interchangeably over the diagonal 
of the table 

Laser and collimator, Get a retro-reflection from the collimator lens to coincide 
diaphragm aperture with the laser aperture. Then set the height of the 

diaphragm aperture to coincide with the height of the laser 
beam (no spatial filter yet). The aperture will be useful 
later in setting all azimuthal angles. 

Laser, spatial fllter, Drop in the spatial filter. Back out the microscope 
collimator objective and watch for the sombrero pattern. Move the 

objective in, keeping the pattern centered within the 
aperture. Once a Gaussian beam is obtained, check the 
longitudinal position of the collimator over a long distance 
(-1.5 m). Also check the irradiance at various positions of 
the beam and make the necessary adjustments with the 
pinhole to obtain a minimum variation «10%). 

Plate holder, diaphragm Place the diaphragm aperture following the collimator. 
aperture Insert a mirror into the plate holder and make sure that it 

resides just like the plate eventually will. Rotate the plate 
holder until a retroreflection is obtained through the 
beamsplitter and the flrst folding mirror and a spot appears 
near the center of the diaphragm aperture. Make the spot 
coincide with the aperture. This completes the alignment 
of the flrst arm. 
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Measure the distance from the beamsplitter face to the plate 
holder. Determine the angle between beams desired and by 
the law of cosines obtain the lengths of the other two sides 
of the triangle (keep in mind that the path difference 
between the two arms is to be 2 (cavity length). Using 
strings cut to the right lengths, place the second folding 
mirror in the correct location (where one string mounted at 
the beam splitter, one at the plate holder meet). Turn the 
second mirror so that the reflected beam illuminates the 
plate (block the direct beam). Now turn the plate holder 
until a retroreflection is again obtained (plate holder ~ 
second mirror -7 beam splitter -7 first mirror -7 
diaphragm aperture). Make the reflected spot at the 
diaphragm coincide with the aperture. The angle through 
which the plate holder has been turned is the angle at which 
the two beams will combine. Hopefully this is close the 
desired value. 
Turn the plate holder half the angle back. Use the 
diaphragm aperture in this task. Watch for two spots to 
appear on the diaphragm and make them coincide with the 
aperture by rotating the holder. At this point the system is 
aligned. Insert the neutral density filter and tilt it so that is 
not normal to the beam it attenuates. This may cause a 
slight beam displacement but does avoid troublesome 
interference patterns due to mUltiple reflections within the 
filter. 

Finally, two tips regarding the exposure process. After the blackened backing plate 

is attached to the holographic plate, a wait state should be inserted to allow the components 

to settle prior to exposure. Also, all sources of vibration need to be eliminated to avoid 

reduced fringe visibility (this even includes movement within the lab and talking). 

Grating Evaluation 

Accurate knowledge of each grating's diffraction efficiencies was a prerequisite to 

forming a premeditated combination. The initial evaluation effort relied simply on passing a 

HeNe beam (632.8 nm) through each grating. This gave us a point sample of the 

efficiency set and given the noticeable spatial nonuniformities in phase modulation across 

each grating, possibly not a very representative one. 
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The next approach is shown in Figure A.2. This method was penultimate in the 

sense that out of the 'K in2 grating area, only one square inch was being evaluated. Given 

larger optical elements, this shortcoming could be addressed. For the purposes of this 

work, however, figures derived from the one square inch measurements were deemed 

Figure A.2. Diffraction efficiencies as a function of order were measured for each grating 
at 632.8 nm. The evaluation setup consisted of a beam splitter which sent a 1" square 
collimated beam into the tested grating (insert a: the circle outlines the area of the grating, 
while the square indicates the region tested). The finite area of the test beam insured that 
we would obtain an average estimate of the measured efficiencies. The detector/lens stage 
(insert b) was translated along the rail and rotated to collect the signal at orders up to the 
second. A United Detector Technologies radiometer (S370 Optometer) was used as the 
radiation sensor. 

sufficient. 

Gratings Catalog 

The grating measurement described in the previous section are summarized in the 

table below. We reiterate that these are specific to the Agfa-Gevaert silver halide plates and 

a typical development recipe. 
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Grating Exposure Oth Order 1st Order 2nd Order 
J..lJ/cm2 Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency 

C 14 0.581 0.075 0.004 
D 24.4 0.137 0.226 0.051 

E 31.6 0.080 0.233 0.068 
F 40.3 0.009 0.203 0.117 
I 31.9 0.014 0.204 0.113 

K 31.9 0.077 0.236 0.074 

L 31.9 0.019 0.210 0.104 
M 29.9 0.236 0.199 0.030 
N 33.8 0.077 0.229 0.067 
0 32.4 0.057 0.232 0.076 
P 36.2 0.022 0.208 0.098 
R 31.5 0.112 0.236 0.060 
S 31.5 0.073 0.232 0.071 
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Given the large number of voxel whose spectrometer output we wished to quantize 

and the repetitive nature of the effort, automation was particularly desirable. In addition to 

the techniques described in Chapter 5, the hardware used in this effort had to be 

characterized. Specific examples include determining the monochromator output 

bandwidth (synonymous with voxel "depth") and monochromator spectral transmittance 

due to diffraction efficiency, vignetting, etc. 

Voxels' Spectral Dimension 

The spatial extent of each voxel was determined by the dimensions of the fiber light 

guide (1 mm diameter, in this case). The spectral dimension was related to the plate factor 

(J d{3 / dA t of the grating monochromator. Based on measurements of the grating constant 

and information provided in the instrument manual (Instruments SA, Inc., 1982) a 

relationship between wavelength and bandwidth within the exit slit was derived and is 

plotted below for a particular slit width. The ISA HR-320 monochromator utilizes a sine-

bar movement of the grating resulting in a linear relationship between wavelength and 

plunger displacement. Since this is an interesting solution, we briefly relate the basics here 

and then continue to develop the above mentioned formulation. Accurate knowledge of the 

bandwidth within the exit slit was needed, of course, in order to establish the spectral voxel 

grid increment so as to avoid over- or underlap between voxels. 

We begin with the grating equation and rewrite it in terms of cjJ and e 
rnA = 2crsinecoscjJ (B.l) 

The ratio of the linear displacement x and the lever arm length L is clearly sin e . Replacing 

this factor in (B.l) we obtain a linear relationship between x and A 
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(B.2) 

Figure B.I. 
Diagram explaining 
the terminology 
used in this section. 

- - - - instrument axis - - - ON is the grating 
I normal and a and {3 

/ are measured from 
/ it to the incident and 

/ diffracted 
directions, 

,..-=-~ 1--------- respectively. 
plunger 

The term in brackets is determined entirely by instrument parameters and is constant. 

Wavelength has thus been made linearly proportional to the plunger displacement x. We 

use this relation next to find dA,f d{3 as a function of only Il. The starting point is derived 

from the grating equation 
d{3 m 
-=---
dll acos{3 

sin a +sin{3 

Ilcos{3 
(B.3) 

a and {3 are replaced by () and f/J. The final ":~pression must not involve any system 

parameters which we cannot accurately measure. This provision excludes L and any 

function of (). The latter is eliminated by replacing sin () by the ratio xl L 
d{3 2xcosf/J 

dll = Il( -J L2 - x2 cosf/J - xsinf/J) 
(B.4) 

x and L are removed by turning back to (B.2) 
d{3 2mcosf/J 

dll = [~ (2a cos f/J)2 - (mll)2 cos f/J - mil sin f/J ] 
(B.5) 

All the parameters in (B.5) are known, either by design (m, Il), measurement (a) or 

revealed by the instrument manual (f/J). Figure B.2 displays a plot of the inverse of (B .5) 

multiplied by the angular subtense of the exit slit as viewed from the re-imaging mirror as a 
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function of wavelength within the operating spectral range of the imaging spectrometer. 

The slit width of 2.07 rnrn was chosen to place the average slit bandwidth at 10 nm. This 

value is also the voxel spectral dimension. Table B.llists the parameter values which led 

to the plot in B.2. 

Parameter Value 
In I 

l/J 12° 
(J 1.67 J,lm 

Table B.I. Plot parameters used in the creation of Figure B.2. 

Given the relatively negligible variation of the slit bandwidth with wavelength, it was 

assumed constant for all practical purposes. 

10.2 

E 
~ 10.1 
Ci) 

.~ 10 

.c .... 
"C 

~ 9.9 
c::: 
<Il 

CD 9.8 

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure B.2. The exit slit width of 2.07 rnrn was selected with the objective of obtaining 
an average exit bandwidth of 10 nm. Given the monochromator parameters we found (as 
this plot shows) that the deviations from the average are insignificant and for all practical 
purposes the exit bandwidth remains constant over the imaging spectrometer's operating 
spectral range (400-775 nm). This figure shows the output bandwidth under the 
assumption of a infinitesimally narrow entrance slit. 
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Monochromator Transmittance 

In order to evaluate the spectrometer's performance, the true spectral signature of 

the target had to be measured. The target in this case was the color video monitor and the 

spectral characterization was performed by means of the grating monochromator discussed 

above. The monochromator's output as reported by a radiometer sensor, however, is still 

not really representative of the real phosphor radiance spectrum. These data are 

contaminated by the instrument's spectral transmittance which has to be removed before 

meaningful comparisons can be made between reconstructed and measured spectra. 

0.8 

~ 0.6 c: 
~ 
E 
UJ 
c: 
~ 0.4 

0.2 

o.o~~~~ ______________________________ ~~ 
400 500 600 700 800 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure B.3. The monochromator transmittance was characterized by means of a 
blackbody source at 1263 K. The instrument's output was measured by means of a UDT 
radiometer and the input calculated based on integrating the blackbody function. The gray 
broadstroke curve represents the measurement uncertainty. The purpose of this task was 
to correct the spectra measured directly off the monitor for the effect of the 
monochromator. 

We measured the monochromator transmittance by using a blackbody source at 

1263 K. The input was calculated based on the blackbody function, integrated in 10 nm 

intervals at the center wavelengths of the 20 voxels. Figure B.3 displays the result of this 
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measurement. The transmittance values shown in Fig. B.3 are related to an absolute 

transmittance by a spectrally-independent factor. The broadstroke gray curve represents the 

uncertainty in the transmittance data. 
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APPENDIX C 

OPTICAL SYSTEM DESIGN AND DATA GENERATION 

All of the system design for the simulation studies was performed using Zemax XE 

software from Focusoft (Zemax Optical Design 

Program 2.8 User's Guide, 1993). Once a 

satisfactory design was formulated, Zemax created 

two look-up tables for use by XProgram2. The 

mappings represented by these tables are shown in 

Figure C.l. For points not included in the LUT's, 

interpolation based on nearest neighbors was 

performed. This design effort was motivated by 

the need for a realistic simulation which would 

Figure C.1. For any given represent a reliable testbed for current and future IS 
prescription of the imaging 
spectrometer optics, Zemax configurations. 
formulated two look-up tables 
(LUTs). One of these described a This appendix describes the design criteria 
stigmatic mapping from the field 
stop (FS) to the focal plane array based on which Zemax optimization was executed 
(FPA). The other mapping took 
into account the physical as well as the macros used to derive the two tables. 
performance of the imaging system. 
The local point spread function on 
the FP A was approximated as a 
normal distribution of signal with a Optical Design 
radial and tangential variance. The 
variances were computed based on From a design viewpoint, the imaging 
103 rays randomly launched from 
each point in the FS at different spectrometer was envisioned as a two-part system. 
points in the entrance pupil of the 
system. The two sections are independent of each other and 

were treated as such in the design effort. The first 

component is an objective optic. A reflective, refractive or catadioptric element can play 

this role. The second section is the interesting part. In general terms, it consists of a 
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collimator, a set of dispersive elements, and a re-imaging element, focusing on a suitable 

focal plane array. 

The design was begun with an air-spaced germanium-AMTIR 1 doublet (Fischer, 

1985). The choice was quite arbitrary and reflected only the basic nature of a spectrometer 

incorporating mere two-component lenses. One of the doublets became the collimator, the 

other the re-imaging lens. The aperture stop was placed between the two lenses, in an 

effort to inject some symmetry into the layout and thus reduce aberrations. Such a decision 

carries the penalty of reduced throughput relative to a stop at the collimator. The instrument 

was furthermore envisioned with a room temperature focal plane array, thus precluding the 

need for an external exit pupil as would be required for a cold shield aperture. No 

dispersive elements were introduced up to this point. 

In order to achieve a certain focal ratio (and thus a certain degree of minification) the 

focal length of each doublet was targeted via the EFLX and EFL Y operands applied to the 

collimator and re-imaging lens. Ray angle and real ray direction cosine operands were used 

to force collimation after the first lens. Aberrations prevented perfect collimation, 

indicating that the introduction of plane parallel gratings would introduce further wavefront 

defects and that the final optimization would have to be performed with the dispersive 

elements in place. The consecutive rotations of the grating elements were achieved through 

coordinate breaks. Following the last grating, the coordinate system was rotated back to its 

original orientation. 

Twelve configurations were defined for the system. Specifically, each 

configuration involved a single wavelength and the diffraction orders at each of the three 

gratings. Thus, for example, the spot size at 3 ~m after diffraction into the 1st, Oth, and 

Oth orders at the first, second, and third grating, respectively, was computed. Figure C.2 

shows the rest of the pairings. A multi-configuration optimization achieved good 

performance over the spectrometer's range of operating conditions. 
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A feature unique to imaging spectrometers is their need for good performance over 

a wide field of view. This is already true to some extent in conventional instruments which 

detect an entire spectral bandwidth with a linear or area focal plane array. We are 

Figure C.2. The twelve 
configurations used in the 
optimization of the spectrometer 
consisted of the result of a one-to
four mapping whose domain was 
the wavelength set (in p,m) on the 
left and whose range were the 
diffraction order sequences 
indicated on the right. The optical 
performance did not change 
dramatically for the negative orders. 

anticipating that the use of large format FPAs will 

lead to improved performance in terms of 

resolution and thus the requirement for adequate 

field performance is critical. The off-axis 

performance was found to improve with a 

moderate amount of vignetting. Although a signal-

to-noise ratio vs. image quality tradeoff is involved 

here, the reduction in rms spot size at large field 

angles (occurring for long wavelengths and at 

higher diffraction orders) is an option worth 

pondering in a final hardware design. 

Table C.I outlines the prescription of the simulated system. 

Data Generation 

The product of the Zemax design effort were two look-up tables (already introduced 

in Fig. C.l) intended to convey the essential properties of the optical system to the image 

forming XProgram2. 

Due to symmetries inherent to the dispersion patterns resulting from the use of three 

crossed gratings, only some of the order sequences had to be mapped. .others were simply 

rotations of these in the focal plane. The Zemax macro (fpa_grid. zpl) below lists the 

relevant code. "Image 0" and similar designations refer to an ad hoc labeling scheme for 

images of the field stop dispersed to different parts of the FP A. Input to the macro was a 
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listing of vertices on a hexagonal lattice (illustrated in Chap. 3) which served as reference 

points for XProgram2. 

Zemax Macro by Michael Descour (c) 1994 
Purpose: given an input grid, compute FPA 

coordinates at different wavelengths ... 

Last modified: Jan 18, 1994 
Jan 22, 1994 field assignments, parax off. 
Jan 24, 1994 modified max field for a 

5 by 5 rnrn field stop ... 

paraxial off 
fldx 1 4.3750 
fldy 1 = 0.625 • tang(3.14159/6.) 

update 

n = nsur() 
dl = 20 
delta_lambda = 2. I dl 

print "Number of surfaces",n 
print "Reading the double column file GRIDCOOR.DAT" 

set up first combination of diffraction orders (0,0,0) for image 

par2(7) = 0 
par2(10) = 0 
par2(13) = 0 
j = 1 
larnbdaO = 3. 
output "testOOO.dat" 
timer 
label 1 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl(l) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 11 

close 
j = j+l 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy, 0, O,pwav() 
print wavl (pwav(», " 
i = i+1 
if i <= m then goto 11 

lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 
if j <= (dl+l) then goto 1 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print "Elapsed time was ", t," seconds. II 
format 

rayx(n), " rayy(n) 

set up second combination of diffraction orders (1,-1,-1) for image 0 

par2 (7) = 1 
par2 (10) = -1 
par2 (13) = 1 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "test121.dat" 
timer 
label 2 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl (1) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 22 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy, O,O,pwav() 
print wavl(pwav(» , " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then goto 22 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 

rayx(n), " rayy(n) 



if j <= (dl+l) then goto 2 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print IIElapsed time was ",t," seconds. 1I 

format 

set up third combination of diffraction orders (-1,1,1) for image 0 

par2(7) = -1 
par2(10) = 1 
par2 (13) = -1 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "test212.dat" 
timer 
label 3 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl (1) = lambdaO 
open tlgridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 33 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy,O,O,pwav() 
print wavl(pwav(», " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then go to 33 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 

if j <= (dl+1) then goto 3 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print "Elapsed time was lI,t," seconds." 
format 

rayx(n), " rayy(n) 

set up first combination of diffraction orders (1,-1,0) for image 

par2(7) = 1 
par2(10) = -1 
par2(13) = 0 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "test120. dat" 
timer 
label 4 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl(l) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 44 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy,O,O,pwav() 
print wavl (pwav() ), " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then goto 44 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 

if j <= (dl+1) then goto 4 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print uElapsed time was ",t," seconds." 
format 

rayx(n), " rayy(n) 

set up second combination of diffraction orders (0,0,1) for image 1 

par2(7) = 0 
par2 (10) = 0 
par2(13) = -1 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "test002.dat" 
timer 
label 5 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl ( 1) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
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label 55 
read hx, hy 
ray trace hx, hy, ° , 0, pwav () 
print wavl (pwav(», " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then goto 55 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 

if j <= (dl+1) then goto 5 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print IIElapsed time was ",t,1I seconds." 
format 

rayx(n), .. rayy(n) 

set up first combination of diffraction orders (1, -1, 1) for image 7 

par2(7) = 1 
par2(10) = -1 
par2(13) = -1 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "test122.dat" 
timer 
label 6 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl(1) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor.dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 66 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy,O,O,pwav() 
print wavl(pwav(», " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then goto 66 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delta_lambda 

if j <= (dl+1) then goto 6 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print II Elapsed time was ", t, II seconds. II 
format 

rayx(n), .. rayy(n) 

set up first combination of diffraction orders (1,0,1) for image 18 

par2(7) = 1 
par2(10) = 0 
par2(13) = -1 
j = 1 
lambdaO = 3. 
output "testl02.dat" 
timer 
label 7 

wavelength loop begins here ... 
wavl(1) = lambdaO 
open "gridcoor. dat" 
read m 
i = 1 
label 77 

read hx, hy 
ray trace hx,hy,O,O,pwav() 
print wavl(pwav(», " 
i = i+1 

if i <= m then goto 77 
close 
j = j+1 
lambdaO = lambdaO + delt~lambda 

if j <= (dl+l) then goto 7 

output screen 
t = etim() 
format .2 
print "Elapsed time was ",t," seconds." 
format 

print "All Done!" 

rayx(n), II rayy(n) 
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Once this stigmatic mapping was obtained, the system was characterized in terms of 

the point spread function dependence on position within the field stop, wavelength, and 

diffraction order. This was accomplished by means of the second macro (spot. zpl) in 

this set. 

Zemax Macro by Michael Descour (c) 1994 
Purpose: given an input grid, compute spot size at the 

FPA for different radii at the focal plane for a 
set of calibration wavelengths 

Last modified: Jan 19, 1994 
Jan 22, 1994 field assignments 
Jan 24, 1994 total radial assumption 
Jan 24, 1994 modified max field for a 

5 by 5 rom field stop 
Jan 26, 1994 modified fldx to cover all 

radii encountered wI 5x5 rom field 
Feb 2, 1994 additional logical structure to 

differentiate between center image 
and off-axis images due to on-axis voxel 

paraxial off 
fldx 1 9 * 0.625 
fldy 1 = 0.625 * tang(3.14l59 I 6.) 

update 

ns = nsur() 
randlpoints = 1000 
dl = 10 
delta_lambda = 2. I dl 
number_orders = 4 

! read in relevant order combinations from ORDERS.DAT 
open "orders.dat" 
i = 1 
label 1 

read order1, order2, order3 
vec1(i) = order1 
vec1(i+number_orders) = order2 
vec1(i+2*number_orders) = order3 
print vecl(i), II ", vecl(i+number_orders), II 

i = i+1 
- if i <= number_orders then goto 1 

close 

open output file 
output "spot_rad.dat" 
lambdaO = 3. 
ii = 1 
timer 
label 2 

! this is the wavelength loop 
wavl 1 = lambdaO 
i = 1 
label 3 

par2 7 = vecl(i) 
par2 10 = vecl(i+number_orders) 
par2 13 = vecl(i+2*number_orders) 
open "rad....grid.dat" 
read number-points 
center_flag = 0 

" vecl(i+2*number_orders) 

if (par2(7) == 0.) & (par2(10) 0.) & (par2(13) 0.) 

endif 
j = 1 
label 4 

number-points = 5 
center_flag = 1 

read hx,hy 
k = 1 
sllllLr = O. 
sllllLt = O. 
sllllLr2 = O. 
sllllLt2 = O. 
! randomly generate px, py ... 
label 5 



angle = 6.283185 * rand(l) 
radius = rand(l) 
px = radius * cosi(angle) 
py = radius * sine (angle) 
raytrace hx, hy, px, py, pwav() 
fpax = rayx(21) 
fpay = rayy(21) 
if (hx == 0.) & (hy == 0.) & (center_flag == 1) 
s~r = s~r + fpax 
s~t = s~t + fpay 
s~r2 = s~r2 + fpax * fpax 
s~t2 = s~t2 + fpay * fpay 
endif 
if (hx == 0.) & (hy == 0.) & (center_flag != 1) 
s~r = s~r + sqrt( (fpax * fpax) + (fpay * fpay)) 
s~t = s~t + atan(fpay I fpax) 
s~r2 = s~r2 + (fpax * fpax) + (fpay * fpay) 
s~t2 = s~t2 + (atan(fpay I fpax) * atan(fpay I fpax)) 
endif 
if (hx != 0.) I (hy != 0.) 
s~r = s~r + sqrt«fpax * fpax) + (fpay * fpay)) 
s~t = s~t + atan(fpay I fpax) 
s~r2 = s~r2 + (fpax * fpax) + (fpay * fpay) 
s~t2 = s~t2 + (atan(fpay I fpax) * atan(fpay I fpax)) 
endif 
k = k+l 

if k <= (ran~oints+.5) then goto 5 
! here surn* becomes ave* 
s~r = s~r I ran~oints 
s~t = s~t I ran~oints 

var_r = sqrt(s~r2 I ran~oints - (s~r * s~r)) * 1000. 
if (hx != 0.) I (hy != 0.) 
var_t = s~r * sqrt(surn_t2/ran~oints - (surn_t*surn_t)) * 1000. 
endif 
if (hx == 0.) & (hy == 0.) & (center_flag == 1) 
var_t = sqrt(s~t2/ran~oints - (s~t*surn_t)) * 1000. 
endif 
if (hx == 0.) & (hy == 0.) & (center_flag != 1) 
var_t = s~r * sqrt(s~t2/ran~oints - (s~t*s~t)) * 1000. 
endif 
raytrace hx,hy, 0, 0, pwav() 
xchief rayx(ns) 
ychief = rayy(ns) 
rchief = sqrt(xchief * xchief + ychief * ychief) 

print lambdaO, II .. ,rchief, II ",sum_r," II ,var_r, II ",var_t 

j = j+l 
if j <= number...:points then go to 4 
! close the grid file 
close 
i = i+1 

if i <= number_orders then goto 3 
larnbdaO = larnbdaO + del ta_larnbda 
ii = ii+1 

if ii <= (dl+1) then go to 2 
output screen 
t = etirn() 
format .2 
print "Elapsed time was ", t, II seconds." 
format 
print "All Done!" 
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Surface Type Radius Thickness Material Diameter 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 

OBJ STANDARD Infinity 156 7.1 

1 STANDARD 337.6 8.9 GERMANIUM 60 

2 STANDARD -244.3 3 60 

3 STANDARD -138 6.7 AMTIR-1 60 

4 STANDARD 315.2 50 60 

5 STANDARD Infinity 0 60 

6 COORDBRK 0 

7 DGRATING Infinity 3 SILICON 60 

8 STANDARD Infinity 3 60 

9 COORDBRK 0 

10 DGRATING Infinity 3 SILICON 60 

11 STANDARD Infinity 3 60 

12 COORDBRK 0 

13 DGRATING Infinity 3 SILICON 60 

14 COORDBRK 0 

15 STANDARD Infinity 30 60 

STO STANDARD Infinity 50 50 

17 STANDARD 2825.1 6.7 AMTIR-1 60 

18 STANDARD ~810.2 3.6 60 

19 STANDARD 59.4 8.9 GERMANIUM 60 

20 STANDARD 80.6 43.6 60 

IMA STANDARD Infinity 0 9.9 

Table C.l. Prescription for a model imaging spectrometer. This design was optimized for 
function in the 3-5 ~m window. The gratings are SO lines/mm and are assumed to have 
been produced on a silicon substrate. Coordinate breaks between the dispersive elements 
allow us to alter the orientation of each grating. Specifically, each is rotated 60° with 
respect to its predecessor. The OBject is the field stop, the STOp follows the grating 
stage, and IMAge is the focal plane array. 

l 
'. 
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